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Problems of Great Lakes Bluff Erosion

Coastal erosion in the Great Lakes has resulted in public and private costs
through loss of property and damage to structures, construction of protective devices,
and public diaster relief and recovery expenditures. An estimated two-thirds of Great
Lakes shoreline property owners have experienced some type of erosion damage.
key factor in shoreline erosion is bluff slumping. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
estimated that 150,716 M~ of Great Lakes bluffs were eroded between 1972 and 1976.
A total of 41,196 residences lie within 60 M of a bluff edge. In Michigan alone, 80
houses were destroyed between 1974 and 1978, and an estimated 800 more were in
imminent danger.

Although the effects of bluff slumping are often substantial, there had been no
workshap for researchers which focused on the rale of groundwater seepage and ather
geologic, hydrolagi, and engineering factars in Great Lakes bluff stability until Michigan
Sea Grant, in conjunction with The Earth Sciences Assistance Office of the U.S.
Geological Survey, held such a workshop on bluff slumping in mid-February. The goal
of this workshop was to improve management of coastal hazards by increasing
professional and public knowledge af the role of groundwater and other elements which
affect ground stability. The Bluff Slumping Workshop brought together engineers,
geologists, hydrologists, and other scientists who specialize in slope stability. The
objective was to assess the present scientific and technical knowledge dealing rvith
bluff slumping and its mitigation and to determine further research and data collection
needs.

The workshop was developed around two state-of-the-art papers dealing with
causes and mechanics and mitigation and prevention. Participants dealt with questions
of problem identification, assessment, controlling factors, mitigation methods, and
research needs.

Results of the workshop will be published by the end of June. Copies can be
obtained by requesting the Proceedings of the Bluff Slumping Workshop from:
Publications, 'Michigan Sea Grant Program, 2200 Bonisteel Blvd., Ann Arbor, MI 48109.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper presents a review of the literature available
on the causes and mechanics of coastal recession in the Great

Lakes with the purpose of delineating the most likely role
and significance of various factors such as wind and wave
action, composition of bluff materials, ground water, and
vegetal cover. Theoretical information and the reports of
investigators working on coastal slope stability problems in
other regions were also used as needed in order to clarify

the issues.

The physical characterist,ics, use, and ownership of the
Great Lakes shoreline and the scope and economic impact of

the coastal erosion, flooding, and bluff slumping problems

have been documented in some detail  International Joint

Commission, l973; U.S. Army, Corps of Engineers, l97l;
Environment Canada, 1975; Great Lakes Basin Commission,

1981! . Table l gives a summary of these characteristics
 International Joint Commission, 1973! . Nearly 65 percent

�0,444 km! of the 16,047 km-long Great Lakes shoreline is
designated as having significant erosion with about 5.4
percent  860 km! of it being critical. The total damage to



the United States shoreline of the Great Lakes due to wave

action during the high lake level period Nay 1951 through

April 1952 is placed at about 50 million dollars �952 price

level! in the same report hy the International Joint

Commission.

Nearly 32 percent of the U.S. shoreline, not including

the islands, consists of erodible bluffs  Table 2! . Sand

dunes are encountered in 8 per cent and erodible low plains

in 17 per cent of the U.S. shoreline  Great Lakes Basin

Framework Study: Appendix l2, 1975! . Extensiveness of the

shoreline formed in erodible bluffs and dunes and often

complex response of this type of shoreline to wave erosion

make slope processes an important part of the shore recession

problem. The bluff processes encountered in the Great Lakes

are described in the next. sections. A discussion and

comparison of the role and significance of the causes and

processes follow it, Finally, the conclusions and the

recommendations for further research are presented.

SLOPE PROCESSES

Slope movement is an expression of force overcoming

resistance. Coastal bluffs are examples of systems in which

force and resistance are continually opposed. This

equilibrium is altered by changing environmental conditions

that can initiate downslope movement. When the forces

within a moving mass become less than the resistances to

movement, the material will slow down and eventually stop.

Force requires energy and all energy in geomorphic

systems is ultimately derived from either ~ravit or climate
 Carson and Kirkby, 1972! . The force provided by gravity is

simply that of the weight of bluff forming materials

including soil water and the external loads such as

buildings, snow, piled materials, etc. placed on the bluff.

To these forces can be added vibrations resulting from

earthquakes, blasting and machines. The intensity of shear

force is a function of gravity and it varies from point to



point in a bluff; however, the factors which control it,
along a potential failure surface, include slope inclination/
height and unit weight of slope forming materials and
included water.

Climate, through its control on water, air, and
temperature, provides energy for the most important forces on
bluffs. Climate related forces include wind and wave action,

surface and ground-water flow, rain impact, moisture and
temperature related ground expansion, and ice action.

Resistance to these forces that tend to move materials

down and/or away from the bluffs is provided primarily by the

shear strength of these materials. Vegetation and man-made
structural systems such as shore protection and bluff

stabilization structures may provide additional resistance.
Shear strength is not constant for a given material. It may
change in time due to weathering and ground water pressure

changes which are in turn controlled by certain climatic
factors. Furthermore, use of certain technologies can

improve shear strength of soils or minimize the detrimental
effects of the climatic factors.

The interaction of driving force and soil resistance

results in a number of processes leading to debris production
and removal. Gray  l977! summarized debris production and
removal processes and the involved variables in a diagram.
Basically all processes are alike in that material begins to
move only when the forces involved become greater than the
resistances. Once movement has begun, the mode of

interaction of force and resistance may differ greatly from

one process to another and these differences are commonly
used to classify geomorphic processes  Sharpe, l938! . The
commonly encountered processes in the Great Lakes coastal
bluffs include wave/current erosion, wind erosion, ice

erosion, rain fall erosion  rain impact and sheet/rile.
erosion!, ground water sapping, sliding/slumping,
solifluction, debris flow, and creep.

Xt is possible to separate these processes into two
broad groups, namely mass movement and particle movement. Xn
the former group debris begins to move as a coherent unit.



If the movement of the mass is along a weil-defined surface
without internal shear  rigid body movement! it is termed
slide  or slump!. On the other hand, if the shear is

distributed throughout the mass  viscous flow! without a

sharply defined failure surface it is termed flow. Xn flows

all the movement occurs as differential movement within the

body of the flowing mass. Movements in which particles move
as individuals, with little or no relation to their neighbors
are particle movements. Distinction between these categories
is often difficult. Nevertheless, some processes seem to be
mainly particle movements, especially the erosional processes
caused by waves, currents, rain, ground water, and winds

 Carson and Kirkby, 1972!,

The concepts presented above are summarized in Table 3.

There are other geomorphic processes and there may be other

ways of classifying these processes; but we are concerned

with the processes most commonly encountered in the Great
Lakes region here. Xn the next sections the nature of the

various slope processes is described.

WAVE EROSION

Probably the most significant geomorphic process along
the Great Lakes shoreline is the erosion and removal of

shorelines materials by waves. Wave action is important both

in itself and in initiating and perpetuating other geomorphic
processes in those segments of the shoreline where bluffs are

encountered. The nature and magnitude of wave erosion

~1'

at a specific location along the shoreline. The wave energy
available at a given point on the shoreline for erosion of

beach and bluff materials depends on the following factors:

1. wave climate  wind velocity, duration and fetch!

2. water level relative to the beach and bluff toe

3. nearshore and offshore bathymetry

4. shore configuration  orientation!



These factors are not constant but instead change

significantly with time. Most notable is the water level

fluctuations in the Great Lakes.

Lake Levels

Records going back to 1860 indicate that the lake levels
have varied considerably. Superimposed on the very long-term

trends resulting from crustal tilting  about 0.52 m per

century! and the seasonal fluctuations  as high as l m! axe

some extremely short periods of changes, of varying

magnitudes  Tovell, 1977! . The mast temporary of these are

caused by winds that blow along the long axis of a lake and

drive the waters to one end. Zn Lake Erie wind set-ups have

caused differences in water levels of mare than 4 m between

Buffalo, New Xork and Toledo, Ohia. A second cause of

temporary changes is seiches, which are changes in lake
levels due to differences in atmospheric pressure at

different ends of a lake.

The Great Takes also exhibit long-term water level

changes without regular periods. The intervals vary from 10
to 30 years. The magnitudes of these long-term variations
are three-and-a-half to six times greater than the average

seasonal variations. These changes are associated with the

changes in the volume of water in the lakes. Pig. 1 shows
the regular seasonal cycle, with lowest levels in the late
fall and winter manths and highest levels in late spring and

summer, along with the long-term fluctuation for the period
1952 to 1973. The volume of water is dependent upon the

amount of precipitation over the lake, the amount of water

delivered by rivers and streams flowing into the lake, the

inflow from the lake above, the flow of groundwater into the

lake, and any artificial diversion into the lake from outside
the basin. The water is lost by evaporation, outflow

 natural or artificial diversion!, and withdrawal for

municipal and industrial use.

The principal factor that determines the water budget in
the lakes is climate. The periodic fluctuations in Great



Lakes water levels are largely due to the confined outlet

conditions of the lakes combined with variations in climate,
i.e. precipitation and evaporation. There is also a certain

amount of regulation of the lake levels between the upper
lakes and the lower lakes by controlling the water discharge
through the dams at the lake outlets.

It has been generally accepted that the lake level

fluctuation is the primary factor affecting the rate of shore
erosion and the consequent bluff recession  Brater, 1975;

Berg and Collinson, 1976; Carter, 1976; Seibel 1972; Davis et

al., 1973; Quigley and Di Nardo, 1978; Zeman,1978! . There is

considerable local variation in erosion rates due to the

presence of the controlling factors other than the lake

level. Along shoreline segments with bluffs, slope processes

also contribute to bluff recession usually with a complicated
time lag relationship with respect to toe erosion. For these
reasons it is not easy to correlate lake levels with erosion

rates especially if the time period considered is short.
Therefore, today, in spite of a wide perception that there is

a direct influence of lake level on accelerated erosion,

there is not a comprehensive study demonstrating this fact
clearly and directly. Johnson and Hiipakka, �976! even

present a statistical study indicating the lack of

correlation between the rate of erosion and lake levels.

Nevertheless, available evidence, observations, and

theoretical considerations  see International Joint

Commission, 1973! all indicate that high lake levels play a
passive role, as pointed out by Davis et al. �973! in that

they allow erosion to take place at a rapid rate.

The amount of wave erosion depends on the erodibility of

coastal materials in addition to the wave energy delivered.

Zrodibility is largely a function of composition. The Great

Lakes are surrounded by a wide variety of coastal types and

deposits, although the coasts are generally dominated by

Pleistocene glacial deposits. Bach of the lakes has a



portion of its coast which is comprised of bedrock. In
general, bedrock portions of the shoreline are most resistant
to wave action. However, erosion in solid rock may present a

potential hazard if unrecognized as reported by Phillips
�978! for the north and east shores of Lake Superior.

Mast of the recent critical erosion is, however,

canfined to the coasts of unconsolidated sediments. These

may be in the form of glacial till or outwash, lake sediments
or dunes which are reworked from glacial sediments. In

general cohesianless materials such as sand and silt are the
most erodible materials with cohesive soils  clay, silty

clay, etc.! having somewhat more resistance to wave erosion
due to cohesion between the particles.

Presently there are analytical procedures available to
evaluate wave climate at a specific site using numerical
hindcasting procedures. There are a number of such

procedures  Pierson et al., 1955; Sverdrup and Munk, 1957;

Gelci et al., 1957; Bretschneider, 1958! and they produce the

wave energy density spectrum at a deep water hindcasting site
based on the wind data for the site. A representative wave

height from the wave energy density spectrum may then be

calculated. A wave entering the nearshore zone will be

slowed, shortened, and steepened as it moves into

progressively shallower water. This process is known as
shaaling. Purthermore, a wave arriving at an angle to the
shoreline will be bent toward alignment with the underwater

depth contours, since that portion of the wave front bending
is called refraction and shaaling  Dobson, l967! . The

refraction analysis requires, together with the deep water

wave heights and directions of propagation, the hydrographic
information  bathymetry! . These studies are useful for the
design of shore protection structures and for estimating long

shore currents, rip currents and sediment transport by

littoral drift. Wave climate has been evaluated at different

sites in the Great Lakes  Brater and Ponce Campos, 1978; Edil

et al., 1979; Gelinas and Quigley, 1973; Resio and Vincent,

1976; Keillor and De Groot, 1978! .



Rate and Amount of Wave Erosion

In summary, it can be stated that there are quantitative

procedures developed to evaluate wave energy on a

site-specific basis; however, the physical information used
in the analysis involves a number of variables which are

usually difficult to measure precisely and have a

probabilistic nature. Therefore, extensive field calibration

of the analytical procedure is required for a realistic

evaluation. Furthermore, the relationship of wave energy to

the rate and amount of shore and bluff-toe erosion has not

been satisfactorily established. Quigley and Gelinas �976!

reported an approximately linear relationship between the

150-year erosion rate and break wave energy. However, a

closer examination of their data shows poor linearity and

wide scatter. Nevertheless, a qualitative general trend for

increasing erosion rate with increasing wave energy is

apparent. Berg and Col3.inson �976!, based on a detailed

study of bluff recession at more than 21 sites on the

Illinois shore of Lake Michigan, suggested that serious bluff

erosion from wave attack becomes significant beyond a

threshold lake level. They also noted the time lag between

lake level drop or rise and recession rate.

In another study Fisher et al. �975! tried to correlate

wave energy  expressed as wave height! with shoreline change

for a segment of the Atlantic coast. He found promising

qualitative but poor quantitative correlation on a regional

scale. The correlations improved somewhat on the local

scale. This shows that local conditions are significant in

controlling recession rates and wave energy but it is only

one of the factors involved. This latter study involved a

shoretype with sand dunes. When high bluffs formed in

cohesive soils are present the recession is further

complicated by landslide activity that makes such

correlations even more difficult especially when a relatively

short time period is considered.

Wave action, as a geomorphic process, is the primary

factor responsible for the changes in slope geometry on



coastal bluffs. The effect of wave action on the bluff takes

place in an active and/or ~assive manner. In the former,
waves directly attack and erode the intact native toe

material resulting in steepening of slopes, initiation of

slides, loss of vegetation, and other surficial slope

processes. In the passive case, wave action causes the

removal of material which may collect at the toe and on the

beach. This material may be contributed from the bluff face

due to free degradation or slides in the upper parts of the

bluff  termed colluvium! . Xn the passive case, the effect of

wave action is to perpetuate instability by preventing the

flattening and stabilization of the bluff by natural

processes. However, after sufficient recession and

stabilization a bluff would not be affected by this type of

wave activity barring an increase in wave activity from the

statistical average such may be induced by, for example,

increasing lake level.

SLIDING/SLUMPING

The processes of downslope movement what

geomorphologists refer to as mass wasting or mass movements,

includes many types of movement. An earlier and widely

accepted engineering classification referred to these

processes as landslides  Varnes, 1958! . A recent update of

the same classification adopts the term "slope movements"

 Varnes, l978!, The chief criteria used in this

classification are type of movement primarily and type of

material secondarily  Table 4! . Types of movement are

divided into five main groups: falls, topples, slides,

spreads, and flows. A sixth group, complex slope movements,

includes combinations of the other five types. Materials are

divided into rock and soil and soil is further divided into

debris  coarse-grained! and earth  fine-grained! . Any of

these slope movements may occur along the Great Lakes

shoreline. However, slides  both rotational and

translational! and flows  including solifluction! are two



types of movement that are encountered most commonly and will

be addressed herein. Falls in oversteepened bluffs have also

been observed and Quigley and Gelinas  l976! report a

toppling failure. These processes do not lend themselves to
quantitative analysis and furthermore, are not encountered on

a wide-spread basis.

Shear ~Stren th Behavior of Soils

Zt is appropriate to discuss the shear strength behavior

of soils briefly since it is one of the important factors

which control the occurence and mode of sliding. The

Mohr-Coulomb criterion is most widely used to define shear

failure in soils. According to this criterion the shear

strength can be expressed consistently in terms of effective

normal stress  cr'! acting on the failure surface as

{a-u! tan!' = c' + o' tan!'

where c and $ are the effective  or drained! strength

parameters: cohesion intercept and angle of internal

friction, respectively, There are two parts, in general, to

shear strength: a constant cohesional part and a variable

frictional part. The effective strength parameters and the

unit weights of the materials encountered in the bluffs of

the Great Lakes shorelines are compiled in Table 5 from the

published reports of various investigators.

Effective stress  a'! is defined as

{2!a'=a-u

where a is total normal stress and u is pore-water pressure.

Total stress is generated by gravity. Therefore, it

increases generally in a linear fashion with depth in a soil

mass and it is a function of the unit weight of the soil {Y! ~

Unit weight of soil depends on i s density  void ratio!,

specific gravity of the solids, and the degree of saturation.

10



The actual stress at any point within the soil will

depend on the distribution of stresses between the liquid and

solid phases for a saturated soil. The water pressure within
the soil pores is termed pore-water pressure. In general,

pore pressure consists of two parts: one is related to static

or ~flowin ground water and the other is the pore pressure
chanche  excess pore pressure or pore pressure deficiency!
resulting from changing stresses. Placing a load on the soil

surface, making an excavation in soil, removal of part of the

slope materials by erosion and slips all cause changes in the

state of stress  both normal and shear stresses! at different

points in the soil mass. As soil tends to contract or dilate

in response to these stress changes, a change in pore

pressure occurs. Therefore, as the pore pressure changes in

response to ground-water levels and/or in response to stress

changes in the soil, the effective stress and consequently

the shear strength changes at a given point in the soil mass.

Water flows in and out. of a soil element on a potential

failure surface as the pore pressure changes at the point.

In the case of granular soils  sands and gravels! this flow

and adjustment of pore pressure takes place rapidly  as
rapidly as it is induced! due to high permeability of such

materials. In soils containing significant quantities of

fine-grained material  clay and silt!, however, there is a

delay in response to pore pressure changes due to low

permeability.

In the case of natural slopes stability is usually

considered as a long-term problem. The long-term stability

analysis is performed using the effective stress computed by

subtracting the pore pressure related to ground water from

the total stress and assuming that the pore pressure change

due to stress changes will be dissipated in the long-term and

will be equal to zero. Coastal bluffs are in constant

evolution due to the combined effects of toe erosion, slides,

and face degradation. These processes, in general, cause a



decrease in total lateral normal stress and increase shear

stresses along potential failure surfaces accompanied by a
decrease in pore pressure. Subsequently the soil swells as
water flows into this zone and shear strength decreases with

time. This situation becomes more critical as the

overconsolidation of clays increases,

Therefore, the long-term stability should be considered

in terms of effective stresses and assuming drained
conditions for the coastal bluffs formed in stiff clays of
the Great Lakes region. The effective stress method is also

used in well-drained granular soils in which the short and

long-term stabilities coincide due to the immediate

dissipation of pore pressure changes. Edil and Vallejo
�977! described bluff stability at two sites on the shore of

Lake Michigan. Where unexpected stability occurred, it could
be explained in a rational manner by this process of delayed
failure. Analyses of short-term stability tended to indicate
stability while long-term stability analyses indicated
instability or low stability. Quigley and Gelinas  l976!

analyzed the stability of a typical bluff of clay till having

a height of 40 m and an increasing amount of toe-material
being removed. An analysis of their results assuming
short-term and undrained conditions indicates that nearly S2

m of toe erosion is required to initiate an immediate

failure. This is unlikely. On the other hand, about 20 m of
erosion  a reasonable possibility!, whether it occurs all at

once or gradually, creates instability in the long-term

analysis.

Rotational Slides ~Slum s!

ln slides, the movement consists of shear strain and

displacement along one or several surfaces that are visible

or may reasonably be inferred, or within a relatively narrow

zone  Varnes, 1978! . Slides are subdivided into rotational

slides  slumps! and translational slides. The former is a
slide along a surface of rupture that is curved concavely
upward. 1n many slumps this surface is spoon-shaped and the



Z  ic'n +  W-ub! tang']  l/m ! i
F=

ZW sana

where

m = cosa[1 +  tanu tang'!/F �!

Safety factor is defined as the ratio of the available

shearing resistance along a given slip surface to the

calculated shearing resistance required for equilibrium. In
other words, it is that factor by which the shear strength
parameters may be reduced in order to bring the slope into a
state of limiting equilibrium along a given slip surface. A
value of F equal to unity indicates failure with values

greater than unity indicating increasing degrees of safety.
Normally a number of circles are examined to locate the most

critical circle with the lowest factor of safety. The

13

movement is more or less rotational about an axis that is

parallel to the slope. The classic purely rotational slump
on a surface of smooth curvature is relatively common in
fairly homogeneous materials such as constructed embankments

and fills. Slides in natural slopes tend to be complex or
are at least controlled in their mode of movement by internal
inhomogeneities and discontinuities such as the presence of a
very weak layer or fractures. Barring the presence of such
gross inhomogeneities, rotational slides involving
approximately circular rupture surfaces have been observed
and analyzed in the Great Lakes bluffs formed in cohesive

soils  {}uig3.ey and Tutt, 1968; Edil and Vallejo, 1977; Edil
and Haas, 1980! .

Deep-seated rotational slips occur in clayey soils and
do not occur in sands. One method of analysis of rotational
slides that is accurate for most purposes is that advanced by
Bishop �955! . The forces acting on a typical slice of the
slumping mass is shown in Fig. 2. From a consideration of
the moment equilibrium about the center of rotation, the
equation for safety factor  F! is obtained:



failure arc predicted by the Bishop method has been found to

compare well with actual failure surfaces in bluffs on the

Great Lakes  Edil and Vallejo, 1977! and other places

 Sevaldson, 1956! .

Vallejo and Edil �979! developed stability charts for

rapid evaluation of the state of stability of actively
evolving Great Lakes coastal slopes using the effective
stress approach and the Bishop method. These charts indicate

the stability status as well as the type of potential
failure, whether deep or shallow, to which the bluffs may be
subjected. The geometric changes that the bluffs will be
subjected to before becoming stable can be discerned from the
charts. An example of these charts is given in Fig. 3. The

family of curves represents height-inclination combinations
for the limiting long-term safety factor of unity with
respect to a deep-slip type of failure. Skempton and

Hutchinson �969! defined the deep slip failures as the ones
having values of the ratio between the maximum thickness of

the slide, D, and the maximum length of the slide, L, ranging
from 0.15 to 0.33  Fig. 4!. The slopes with

height-inclination combinations falling within Zone A are

unstable slopes with potential deep slips in the long-term.

The stable angle below which no more rapid mass movement will

take place  except perhaps creep! is given by the ultimate

angle of stability � ! {Skempton and DeLory, 1953! . This

angle defines the upper limit of Zone C of stable slopes. A

slope which is in Zone B {between Zones A and C! will

experience shallow failures. The shallow failures are

defined by Skempton �953! as those having values of D/L

between the limits of 0.03 and 0.05. The shallow slips could

be planar slides  slab slides!, small rotational slips, and

flows, For this reason, the slopes in Zone 8 can be

classified as stable slopes with local instability or

quasi-stable slopes.

E

Zdil and Vallejo �980! made a theoretical study of the



influence of slope parameters on the long-term stability of
the coastal bluffs. Based on this analysis, various slope
parameters are involved in the following ways:

a! the cohesive component of the shear strength of soil
is the dominant factor providing resistance to
failure for slopes with heights less than about 25m.

b! the friction component is the dominant factor for

slopes greater in height than about 25m.

c! an increase in ground-water level produces an overall
decrease in the safe slope angle at any height.

d! a high slope  greater than 25m! will reach unstable

conditions faster than a low slope if the two slopes
are steepened equally.

e! unit weight influences slope stability differently
depending upon the position of the ground-water
table. For low ground-water levels  less than one

quarter of the slope height measured from the slope
base! slopes of lower unit-weight materials are more
stable; for high water levels  more than three

quarters of the height measured from the slope base!
higher unit weight materials yield more stability.
For intermediate water levels the effect of unit

weight depends on the slope height.
For a given slope most of these parameters, such as

height and materials  c , 4', and Y! are fixed. The ones which
are likely to vary with changing environmental conditions are

inclination and ground-water level. Pig, 3 shows the effect
of slope inclination on the stability in terms of height and
cohesion intercept for fixed angle of friction, unit weight
and ground-water level. The nature of the relationship
varies only quantitatively for different values of the latter
parameters. Fig. 5 shows the height-inclination

relationships at limit equilibrium conditions for different

relative ground-water levels, H , and different values of

for constant c' and y. An increase in H from l/4 to 3/4 of
w

the slope height has a significant effect on reducing
critical slope inclination at a given slope height. This
trend demonstrates the need for accurate assessment of the



ground-water conditions when considering the stability of
bluffs as well as the effectiveness of slope drainage in
improving the stability against deep-seated slumps.

Translational Slides

Xn translational slides the mass progresses down and out
along a more or less planar or gently undulating surface and
has little of the rotational movement or backward tilting
characteristic of slump, A translational slide in which the

moving mass consists of a single unit that is not greatly
deformed or a few closely related units may be called a block
slide. An example of such a failure involving a block of
fractured till in the upper part of a coastal bluff in
Milwaukee County, Wisconsin was reported by Sterrett and Zdil
 l982! . The forces acting on such a block is shown in Fig.
6. The safety factor is given as

c'B/cos~ +  W cosg � U � V sin g !tang'
W sin4 + V cosQ

P p

The movement of translational slides is commonly controlled

structurally by surfaces of weakness, such as faults, joints,
bedding planes, and variations in shear strength between
layers of bedded deposits, or by the contact between firm

bedrock and over lying detritus. It is evident that the

proportions of block slides are controlled largely by the
spacing of the discontinuities which bound the block, and D/L

ratios thus vary widely,

Translational slips can also occur in a homogeneous soil

mass. In particular, granular materials such as sand and

gravel fail in surface ravelling and shallow slides with the

failure surface parallel to the slope surface, Similar
failures occur in a mantle of weathered or colluvial

 granulated! material on clayey slopes and are referred as

slab slides. An infinite slope analysis is often
representative of such failures. In this anaLysis, the slip

surface is assumed to be a plane-parallel to the ground
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surface and the end effects can be neglected. With small
ratios of D/L this type of analysis is often appropriate,
The forces acting on a slice of an infinite slope is shown in
Fig. 7. There is no internal distortion and end effects are

neglected, From the consideration of force equilibrium, the
safety factor  F! is obtained explicitly as  Morgenstern and
Sangrey, l978!

= c /Yd!secs coseca +  tang'/tana![l- y h/yd!sec m] �!2

The ultimate angle of stability, 8 , is obtained by
setting effective cohesion intercept  c ! equal to zero
keeping other parametric values the same in Pig. 3. The zero
value for the effective cohesion intercept reflects the
long-term effects of weathering, unloading, and previous mass
failures on the cohesive component of the shear strength on
the face of a natural slope  Skempton, l964! . The straight
line indicates that slope stability for c 0 depends only on
the ground-water pressure and the value of 4' and is

independent of the slope height. For H =0 and H =H the
w w

values of g can be computed from Eqn. 6. The values of 5
u u

for the intermediate values of H are obtained from shallow
w

rotational slips. Znfluence of ground-water level on ~u,
i.e. the shallow slide stability, is shown in Fig. 8. The
values of f3 for different !' and H are given in Table 6.

u ,w
These values can be used in regrading a slope to a uniform
stable angle ~ A segment of a bluff at Madigan Beach, Ashland
County, Wisconsin was indeed regraded to a stable inclination
of 22' to 25' based on these values in a demonstration

project  Edil et al. 1979! .

Sterrett �980! reported slab slides with a depth of
about 0.6m from Milwaukee County, Wisconsin. This depth
coincided closely with the depth of desiccation cracking and
soil structure change from fine prismatic peds to massive
intact blocks. The latter was attributed to repeated

freeze-thaw cycles. Sterrett also observed that frozen slabs

of soil measured 0.6 m by 10 m by 13 m failed in early
spring. This failure was attributed to differential melting



of the bluff face. Certain parts of the bluffs melt faster

because of difference in orientation. The upper part of the

bluff face generally melts before the middle and lower parts,

Sterrett believed that melt water seeped into the ground and

exerted hydrostatic pressure behind the frozen slabs of the

lower parts.

SOLIFLUCTION t FLOW g AND CREEP

Distributed movements within debris are recognized as

flows. Slip surfaces within the moving mass are usually not

visible and the boundary between moving mass and material in

place may be a sharp surface of differential movement. Flows

commonly result from unusually heavy precipitation or from

thaw of snow or frozen soil. The flows observed in the Great

Lakes bluffs take place mostly in spring and result from

primarily ground thawing and snow/ice melting. Therefore,

they can be classified largely as solifluction. Solifluction

 literally means soil flow! occurs in areas of perennially or

permanently frozen ground and takes many forms involving a

variety of mechanisms. Soliflucion is the downslope movement

of water saturated materials which follows thawing in

previously frozen slopes. Seasonally frozen subsurface

layers of soil prevent percolation of water from upper thawed

layer  termed "active layer" !. The active layer becomes

saturated with water from melting of ice Lenses within it as

well as from melting snow and rainfall. The effect of excess

water is to fluidize the active layer reducing its strength

and cause it to move downslope by gravity.

The extent of solifluction depends on the grain size of

the slope material, availability of water, depth of frost

penetration, number and duration of freeze-thaw cycles,

inclination of the ground surface, and competence of the

vegetative cover  Embleton and King, L97S! . Vegetation

appears to be the most restraining factor for solifluction.

The size of the flows along the Western Lake Michigan
shoreline varies from 0.3 to 0.6 m wide to LS to 20 m wide
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and 21 m long.

A number of approaches for the analysis of solifluction

failures have been suggested. Chandler �970! used effective

stress analysis and the mechanism called "ice-blocked

drainage". NcRoberts and Norgenstern �974! also used the

effective stress method along with the theory of
thaw-consolidation. In both approaches, the residual

strength parameters were used. Hutchinson �974!, on the

other hand, developed a method of using the total stress

method along with the undrained strength of the soil. All

three approaches were based on infinite slope analysis. In
other words, it was assumed that. the moving mass at least
started as a rigid and continuous mass sliding on a surface
parallel to the ground surface. The least slope angle at
which the mudflows are mobilized in the field is usually
smaller compared to the least slope angle obtained from the

stability analyses based on the infinite slope approach for
residual strength conditions. Vallejo �979, 1980a, 1980b,

1981! introduced a new approach to the analysis of
solifluction that reflects the particulate structure of the
flowing mass. The structure of the frozen soils forming
natural slopes in cold regions consists of a reticulate ice

vein network subdividing the frozen soil into irregular
blocks  McRoberts and Norgenstern, 1974! . Upon thawing, the

structure will then consist of a mixture of hard pieces of
soil and water. This water can change to a Liquid-like soil
slurry after the failure. Vallejo analyzed the stability of

this system of large soil pieces and water, as shown in Fig.

9, using the finding of Bagnold �954! regarding the movement

of concentrated grains in dispersion  grain flow! . The

safety factor with respect, to flow is given as

[c' +  Y � Y ! d cos8 tang' j C
r s f r

L

 Yf +  Y Yf ! Cj d sin8
S

where the terms are as defined in Fig. 9. Vallejo and Edil

�981! applied this analysis to a coastal bluff in Kewaunee,

Wisconsin with successful field verification. The critical
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depth of thaw  normal to the slope face! at which failure
occured was measured to be 0.25 m.

Plows other than solifluction and creep  deformation

under constant stress ! are also evident on the Great Lakes

bluffs. However, these processes appear relatively minor in

comparison to the predominant solifluction in spring and the

associated mass wasting.

RAIN IMPACT AND RILL/SHEET EROSION

Raindrop impact is the dominant factor in the detachment

of soil particles. Sheetwash is the unconfined flow of water

over the ground surface after a rainfall. Depths of flow are

generally only a few millimeters. The majority of rainfall

detachment studies relate total soil loss from a storm to the

total energy of the storm. At the present, there is no

unified theory which will relate soil loss to raindrop

impact. Nevertheless, grain size, soil structure, and

permeability are the important soil properties controlling

detachability.

Once the particles are detached they transport

downslope. The transport capacity of interrill flow is

primarily a function of runoff rate, slope steepness,

roughness of the surface, transportability of the detached

soil particles, and the effect of raindrop impact  Poster and

Meyer, l975! .

Rills are the concentrated  channelized! flow of water

on a hillslope. Rill erosion takes place in terms of

detachment by flow and transportation by flow. Rill

formation tends to follow the zones of weaknesses on the

slope face. Rill flow, unlike sheet flow, can attain high

enough shear stresses to detach and transport soil particles.

There are only a few reports of sheet/rill erosion on

the Great Lakes bluffs even though it is commonly observed

along the bluffs. Sterrett �980! investigated this process

along with slumping and solifluction on a systematic basis at

several sites along Lake Michigan and Lake Superior
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shorelines. Based an field observations, Sterrett concluded

that most of the material removed from the slopes during
summer is via sheetwash and rill erosion. However, it was

not possible to relate soil loss simply to precipitation. He
found the Universal Soil Loss Equation useful in predicting
soil loss from steep slopes when modified as suggested by
Foster and Wischmeier  l974! . The modified equation gives
average soil loss per unit area per unit time, A as

n ~ l+m ~ I+m
i

A = RKCP

�2. 6!

where R=rainfall factor, K=soil erodibility factor,

C=cropping management factor, P~erosion-control practice
factor, S.=slope factor of the jth segment, X.=slope length
of the jtk segment, X =entire slope length, m=coefficient of3

e
variation  about 0.3! .

SAPPING

Sapping is the removal of soil particles by seeping
water. This proces is most effective with cohesionless

materials such as silts and sands. Coastal bluffs are often

ground-water discharge areas and seep points and seepage

faces are commonly encountered on the bluffs. Erosion of

cohesionless deposits at the bluff face may lead to the
collapse of overlying cohesive soils when support is removed.

In many areas along the Lake Michigan bluffs in

southeastern Wisconsin relatively impermeable clayey tills or

lake sediments are overlain by more permeable sand or sandy

silt. Following periods of abundant rainfall, perched water

tables may form in these more permeable beds. Lines of

springs will develop where these beds are exposed along the

bluffs. In saturated sand and silt associated with the
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springs along the bluffs numerous small failures occur

 Hadley, 1974! . There is no known report regarding the

relative contribution of this process to the overall mass

wasting in the Great Lakes bluffs.

WIND EROSION

Wind, in addition to generating waves, may also directly

attack the beach and produce some beach erosion. Beach
sediment is carried landward and accumulates in the form of

dunes. This type of beach erosion takes place when there is

a well-developed beach and results in a net gain of sediment

to the coastal zone  Davis et al., l973! . Wind transport of

sand-and-silt-sized material picked from dunes themselves is

increased by the removal of vegetation that both slows the

wind speed and binds the soil. Wind erosion becomes dominant
in dry areas and on bluffs consisting of cohesionless

materials. Dunes are dominant along the south and eastern

shoreline of Lake Michigan in the Great Lakes and wind

erosion may reach significant levels there. Along bluffs

formed in cohesive soils it does not appear to be very

significant in comparison to other processes. There are not

many reports of significant wind erosion of the Great Lakes

bluffs. Marsh et al. �973! report wind erosion of 4 in.

sand per winter from a 270 ft high bluff near Grand Marais.

ICE EROSION

During a normal winter season, substantial ice develops

along the shores of the Great Lakes. The long, narrow,

continuous ridges of grounded ice, separated by broad areas

of low-relief ice that parallel much of the shoreline is

called an icefoot  Marsh et al., 1973! . The icefoot is of

geomarphic importance, as it protects the shoreline from the

high-energy waves of winter and spring, thereby reducing

rates of erosion which otherwise might be expected. Another
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geomorphic influence of lake ice ridges is the scouring of
the lake bottom, especially along sandy shorelines. During
the final phases of icefoot decay, masses of free ice, driven
by strong winds and storm waves can also cause extensive

damage to shore protection structures along the lake shore.
With the opening of the Great Lakes to winter navigation

other effects such as the Liquefaction and flow of nearshore

sand on slopes by wave action of water confined under the ice

may be expected at some places  Wuebben et al., l978! .

DISCUSSION

In the previous section the processes of downslope
movement and the factors that control them were discussed.

In this section an attempt will be made to delineate the
relative importance of each process in bluff retreat and
approaches of past and future research on coastal bluff

processes on Great Lakes shorelines will be discussed.

t *h

Most research that has been done or will be done has

practical objectives. Although a number of theoretical
concepts have developed in this work, the end product and
therefore research design, has been aimed at solving specific
problems. Two main types of research design are typical
 Wisconsin Coastal Management Program, 1979!.

The first category, site-specific studies, have been
undertaken at numerous locations. These are often associated

with structural solutions to shore recession problems. In
these studies an attempt is usually made to identify and

understand slope-stability problems at a single site over a
relatively short period of time. I will later consider this

aspect in more detail because it is apparent from the

literature and from personal observation that there are

definite problems and misconceptions in this area.
The second approach to shore erosion problems is
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generally associated with non-structural solutions over a

longer stretch of shoreline. In order to develop zoning

regulations for building setbacks, relocation policy, etc.
units of shoreline the size of a state or at least a county
are usually considered. These studies are usually aimed at

minimizing future losses. In this case the need for

understanding bluff processes is more acute because
predictions of future recession over a long period of time

with changing water-level and climatic conditions is

necessary.

This type of study requires an initial survey of the
shoreline to establish rate of recession  usually with aerial
photographs! and identify problem areas. This should be

followed by a field survey where geologic units, position of
ground water seeps, type of failure, bluff height and bluff
angles are established. This was done in Wisconsin

 Mickelsan et al. l976! as part of a project supported by the
Coastal Zone Management Program. One conclusion of this

project was the realization that predictions of future
recession could not be made without an understanding of the
time scales involved in bluff degradation and slope
adjustment to external change. Another conclusion was that
there was a need ta understand the relative importance of the
different processes in removing material from the bluff and
the relative importance of factors leading to downslope
movement. Finally, the need for models of bluff evolution

was recognized, Progress in each of these need areas is

discussed in the following sections.

Time Scale

Different parts of geomorphic systems respond at
different rates to changes in external parameters. In
addition, some bluffs appear to pass through an evolutionary
sequence which is only interrupted when external variables

surpass a threshold level. In other words, it appears that

once toe erosion initiates an unstable slope, a predictable
progression of failures take place on the bluff irrespective



of water level or the amount of wave erosion  Zdil and

Vallejo, 1977; Peters, 1982! . The problem with prediction is
understanding response times to environmental changes and ta
understand the time necessary for bluffs to pass through an
evolutionary sequence.

Evidence from other areas with evolving slopes such as
river banks and marine coasts  NcGreaL, 1979; Cambers, 1976;
Hutchinson, 1973! as well as from the Great Lakes  Peters,
1982! suggest that there are possibly three time scales over

which the natural cycles of evolution take place. These
scales are 2-3 years, 50 to 100 years, and thousands of

years.

It is unfortunate that more information in this area is

not available. Without a clearer understanding of the time
scales of change on coastal bluffs predictions of future

change are likely to be misleading or, in fact, incorrect.
In Wisconsin, we are attempting to understand time

scales by looking at segments of shoreline with uniform

characteristics through time. In some cases these shore

segments may be as short as 100 m or as long as 10 km. If

internal characteristics can be made uniform, we should be
able to examine the effect of changing environmental factors
on bluff evolution.

As discussed in a previous section, water level  because

of its control on toe erosion! is a primary long-term cause
of bluff instability. Given a low water level for long
periods of time  l00 years! most slopes along the shoreline
would become nearly stable.

A study by Brandon and Rideout �980! indicated that the

majority  more than 90%! of the property owners in three
regions along the eastern Lake Michigan shoreline perceived
wave action  and lake level ! as the cause of erosion damage.

Ground-water seepage, ice erosion, and spring than received
30 to 50% of the respondents secondary causes. These answers

are obviously biased by the conditions in that region. The
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eastern shore of Lake Michigan has extensive shoreline

consisting of cohesionless dunes which immediately respond to
changes of water level and wave energy.

In the technical literature practically every report on
the subject cites wave action as a controlling factor on
bluff erosion and there are quite a number of studies that
attempt to document it  Quigley and Gelinas, 1976; Quigley et
al., 1977; Quigley and Tutt, 1968; Gelinas and Quigley, 1973;
Davis et al., 1973; Brater and Ponce-Campos, 1978; Brater et
al., 1974: Edil et al., 1979; Zeman, 1978! .

It should be pointed out, however, that along bluffs of
cohesive materials wave erosion is often only the "trigger"
that initiates slope failure. Decrease in water level or toe
protection may control wave erosion but mass wasting on the
bluff normally continues to be a problem for a long period of
time. Relatively large rotational slides have been observed
to take place in areas free of significant wave erosion, for
instance during times of low lake levels  Quigley et al.,
1977! . A large slide occured in an area south of Bender

Park, Milwaukee County, Wisconsin in 1979. The toe has been
protected from wave erosion for at least 20 years by the
beach that built up north of the power plant.

There are a significant number of reports that refer to
the role of ground water in coastal bluff slumping  Sterrett
and Edil, 1982; De Young and Brown, 1979; Lee, 1975; Palmer,
1973; Berg and Collinson, 1976; Bird and Armstrong, 1970;
Marsh, et al., 1973; Pincus, 1964!. In some of these studies

ground water was singled out as the most critical factor,
acting quite independently from contributing factors. Ground
water is certainly an important factor in determining
stable-slope angles and can cause long term stability

problems. Sterrett �980! monitored a series of wells near

the bluff edge south of Milwaukee. In this fractured till

water Level rose quickly after a precipitation event.
Photographs and profile measurements seem to demonstrate that

movement on slump blocks is directly tied to this rise in

water Level. Similar observations were made in Racine County
Coast Watch Program �981! . Slump activity was observed to



be related to substantial precipitation events; storm wave

events alone did not seem to have a direct effect on bluff

recession rather an indirect one.

Mickelson  personal communication, 1982! reports several
localities where slopes are near vertical and stable
where ground ~ater is not present. In identical materials

only 100 m away, where ground-water is present, slopes are at
angles of less than 30~ and are actively moving.

Drexhage and Calkin �981! studied historic bluff

recession along the Lake Ontario shoreline of New York as a

function of nine parameters. They found a strong
relationship between erosion rate and bluff height when the
bluff is higher than 6 m. The rate also correlated with

bluff composition  greater for clayey/silty till than sand
and sandy till! and with bluff slope  higher for inclinations
greater than 4S ! . It appears that bluff slumping is a
prominent mode of slope retreat in this region.

Vegetation and its role on slope processes and

stabilization is another topic that should be mentioned here.
Much of the information pertinent to this subject is
contained in the Proceeding of the Great Lakes Vegetation
Workshop and in the excellent summary provided by Gray �977!
in the same volume. It is known that vegetation is
particularly effective in controlling particle movement, e.i.
the sheet/rill erosion and solifluction. Fowle et al �978!
reported from their study of Scarborough bluffs on Lake

Ontario that vegetation can become established on the bluffs

and progress to forested slope. However, this can only
happen in well-drained areas protected from toe erosion and
where ground-water seepage is controlled. Recession will

continue until these erosive forces and deep slumps are
reduced or eliminated. When this has been done, plants may
well serve an important role in erosion control and check the

recession which now continues apace.

There are a few attempts to study a number of factors or
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qualitative models of coastal bluff recession are not

available at this time.

CONCLUS10NS

Based on the review of the literature available to the

author and his own experiences the following conclusions are
advanced:

A. Structural  S tabili zation! Approach

The tools for the analysis, design and construction of

structural solutions on a site-specific basis are

currently available. The problems associated with the

execution of this category of solutions seem to be of

two types:  a! many attempts are not engineered and

fail to cope with the problems and  b! those
engineered solutions quite often neglect to consider
all aspects of the problem.

2. A stabilization program should include the follwing
steps:

a! Protection against wave action: this may include
shore protection structures such as groins,

seawall, breakwaters, etc. and/or beach building

 nourishment! or a natural drop in lake levels.

b! Stabilization against deep slips: a bluff may have
a stable or unstable profile at the time of

stabilization. This should be verified by a
geotechnical analysis. If not safe against a deep
slip in the long-term bluff should be stabilized.
Methods include regrading to a stable angle,
toe-loading with a berm, lowering of ground water
and attendant pore pressures, controlling and

intercepting surface and ground water. If the
bluff is safe against a deep slip proceed to step
 c! .
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c! Stabilization against face degradation: this may be

achieved by flattening the slope to the ultimate

angle of stability plus vegetation or allowing a

steeper angle than this but less than the angle to

initiate a deep slip plus occasional maintenance

after shallow slips. Vegetation is also needed.

3. Additional research is needed primarily in the

technology and development of economic ways of

stabilization in all aspects of slope failure.

B. Nonstructural Approach  Planning and Management!

Our technical understanding of coastal recession over a

long period of time, say 30 to 50 years, appears quite

limited for quantitative predictions. Tools for such an

analysis even on a site-specific basis, are not

well-established. However, this does not mean that there has

not been any progress. Research conducted primarily during

the last decade or two has identified the operating processes

and their possible magnitudes. We have at least a

qualitative appreciation of the factors and the processes and

some conceptual models of the interrelationship of these.

FURTHER RESEARCH NEEDS

Models of long-term erosion/recession processes need to

be established. This will require introduction of

probabilistic modelling and long-teem monitoring at least at

selected sites. Schultz �980! applied the probabilistic
assessment of slumping potential to southwestern shoreline of

Lake Superior on a reach by reach basis. This sort of

approach should be expanded to include the potential for the

other significant mass wasting processes.

Systematic monitoring is the single most important

recommendation for further research. Monitoring of sites for

a few years will not provide the data basis needed for the
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formulation of long-term trends. Such a program should
obtain quantitative data on the causative factors discussed

and the response of the shoreline in terms of geomorphic
changes.
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TABLE

THE GREAT LAKES SHORELINE DKSCRIPTION OWNERSHIP AND USE 1970

United States  a! Canada  b!
Total Miles Total MilesGreat Lakes Shoreline

1. PHYSICAL CH~CTERISTICS

2,107
2 372

5,306
981

With a beach zone

Without a beach zone

Total 6,2873,679

2.

6,286Total 3,679

3. OWNKRS HIP

Federal

Non-Federal Public

Private

Total

PROBLRf-IDENTIFICATION

1 ~ 704 839

3,679

3,679

Total 6,288

6,2885. TOTAL SHORELINE MILEAGE

 a! Department of the Army, Corps of Engineers, North CentraL
Division, Creat Lakes Regional Inventory Report National
Shoreline Study, August 1971, does not include islands and
connecting rivers.
1966 Field Surveys, Department of Public Works, Canada,
includes Canadian national reach to Trois Rivieres.

Source .'

 b! Source.

1 mile ~ 1. t31 km 39

Residential

Commercial and Industrial

Agricultural and Undeveloped
Forest

Recreation

Public Building and Related Lands
Fish and Wildlife Wetlands

Non-Eroding
Significant Erosion
Critical

Non-Critical

Subject to Flooding
Protected

1,216
189

633
1,159

365
60

57

133

517

3 029

3,679

214
1,046

335
380

1,261
329

695
3,396

357
99

148

374

2,378
3 333

6,287

320
4,907

72

149
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Tebie 4. Abbreviated Classification of Slope Movementa  from Varne~ l978!

Table S. Summary Of Great LakeS COaStal SOil PrOpertieS

Effective
Strength
Parameters

kNm ' De2

Uni t
Height

k.'I m c'2
Loca ti on Source

guigley 6 Tutt �968!

guigley et al �977!Patrick Point

Pumping Station

19.6 Nckeison et al �979!

18.6 0.6
18.5<.6
18.7

17.9+0.4
'18.6 0.9
17.7+1.2

Edil IL Haas �980!

Schultz �980!Till Douglas Creek
Hanson Creek
Jardine Creek

Madigan Beach Till-1
Madigan Beach Till-2

Silty Sands, Sands

18.2t0.5
19.0+0.2
'19.6

21. 4
19. 0

18. 8-21. 2

26 4+3.0
28.0
40.0

19.0
21.0

31-38

50. 0
50. 0

0

76.6
0

0

Edil et al �979!

Schultz �980!

Lake Erie

Geography Field Stn. 22.4
21,6
21. 5

20.9
21.8

!ona 20.4
20.9
21.8

20.4
21. 3
21. 8

Till lA

Till 2A
28
2U

Till Dzaukee
Haven
Valders

Glacio-i.acuetrine Clays

35,0
24.0
17.5

10.0
23.0

6.0
0

23.0

15.0
9.0

14. 0

0 0 0 0
0

23.8 5.6
28. 346.9

4 to 60

26.0
28.0
28.0

26.0
2$.0

26.0
30,0
25.0

28.0
28,0
34.0

34. 6

31.1+0.1
31.4
30.5

31.4+0.8
3'i.2+0.5
29.3t0.6

26 to 29



Table 6. Ultimate Angle of Stability
 in degrees!

//w/>/

0 1/4 1/2 3/4 1

25 25 21 5 16 5 10 5 13
30 30 28.5 16.5 16 16
35 35 34 24 21 19

ESTIfNTES OF At",OUNT OF NATERIALS
REYIOVED FROM BLUFFS BY DIFFERENT
PROCESSES  AFTER STERRETTp 1980!
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ELEVATION IN FEET ABOVE MEAN WATER LEVEL AT FATHER POINT, OUEBEC

INTERNATIONAL GREAT LAKES OATUM �955!
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Figure 4. Landslide Proportions  after Skempton
and Hutehinson,I969!
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W = Weight of block

U ~ Water force on bottom of block

V ~ Water force on side of block

Z = Depth of jointing

Z Depth of water in joint
w

Figure 6. Failure Block Analysis
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Figure 7. Forces Acting on an idealized Slice of
Infinite Slope
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Methods of Preventing Bluff Recession

E. F. Brater

In troduc tion

The principle objective of this paper is to outline and describe methods of
preventing bluff recession. However, some preliminary discussion of shore processes is
necessary to provide a better understanding of the function of the various protective
measures. Of the more or less synonymous terms, shore erosion, beach erosion and
bluff recession, the latter provides the most graphic description of the damaging phase
of shore processes. Recession is started by the action of storm waves on the toe of
the bluff, The material loosened by the waves is kept in suspension by the violent
turbulence and carried away by the littoral currents created by the waves and the
wind. The action of the waves leaves the lower face of the bluff in a potentially
unstable condition. The bluff will eventually slump to a more stable slope. The
slumping may occur while the storm is still in progress or the bluff may retain its
steep slope for many months. The energy which causes the erosion is provided primarily
by the wind.

The relative importance of the various factors are illustrated in Fig. i by the
size of the blocks. A very important factor is the water level. During high levels
the waves can more easily reach the bluff whereas during lower levels it may require
a major storm for the waves to reach the bluff. On the lower Great Lakes, long term
lake levels vary over a range of about 6.5 feet due to changes in long term precipitation.
Shorter term changes ln level are produced by wind, and to a lesser extent by local
changes ln barometric pressure. The effect of long term water surface elevations on
erosion is illustrated by measurements at many locations along a >-mile reach of Lake
Michigan during three decades from 1938 through 1970. E,Brater and Siebel, 1973!.The
average recession rates varied from less than 2 feet per year during periods of low
levels to 8 feet per year during high levels.

In assessing the effectiveness of protective measures an important factor is the
irregular occurrence of major storms. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 which shows all
storms having waves of 5 feet or more in height on the east coast of Michigan's lower
peninsula over a 46-year period. During 5 or 6 year periods no major storms occurred
and while in other periods of the same length, many storms occurred. The wave heights
shown in Fig. 2 are the significant wave heights which are the average of the largest
one-third of a group af waves. Fig. 2 also shows the annual lake levels during the 46
years. The effectiveness and durability of a protective measure obviously cannot be
judged until its life has extended into a period which includes major storms or above-
average lake levels.

Preventin Bluff Recession

The intensive settlement and use of the coastal areas of the world without
consideration of shore processes has produced vast losses of property and of the natural
beauty af the shore line. Efforts to prevent damage to structures in vulnerable bluff
areas has produced an unbelievably large variety af devices. Most of these are ugly
and often neither durable nor effective. Some do more harm than good. The forces
produced by waves in vulnerable areas are so great that the cost of complete protection



may exceed the value of the property. The use af lower cast procedures which will
protect against the more frequent moderate storms and reduce the damage due to
major storms may be ecanamicaUy feasible if protection is sufficiently well designed
and well constructed to resist destruction by major storms. The following outline lists
procedures for preventing shore damage accarding to their basic function.

Preventative Methods

l. Vacating vulnerable shore areas.

2. Creating a beach.
a! Artificial nourishment.
b! Artificial nourishment with groins.
c! Grain systems.

3. Protecting the toe of the bluff from waves.
a! Sea walls.
b! Reve tmen ts.
c! Breakwaters.

Vacate Vulnerable Shore Areas

Were it not for this first item in the outline of "Preventative Methods" the
heading could have been "Protective Methods". Shore erosion and accretian are natural
processes which cannot be easily modified. Vacating vulnerable property takes this
fact into cansideratian. The method has the great advantage of retaining the natural
beauty of the shore line while making it available for non-damaging recreational uses.
In many locations where buildings, roads, or other structures have already been built
in vulnerable shore areas the mast economical solution may be to move the structures
away fram the edge af the bluff. In locations that are still natural, building can often
be prevented by zoning or by making potential users aware of the rate of bluff recession.

Creatin A Beach

A beach is one of the most efficient wave energy absorbers. Much of the energy
is lost in the breaker zone and most of the remainder is lost when waves run up on the
flat beach. Very tittle energy is reflected from the beach. Therefore, ane of the
mast basic methods of protecting the toe of a bluff is to cause the waves to break on
a beach well away f rom the bluf f. The value of a pro tee tive beach is clearly
demonstrated by the decrease in bluff recession rate during law water periods on the
Great I akes and by the rapid recession rates in areas where the beach is starved of
its normal littoral drift by the presence of a jetty or inlet. This method also has the
advantage of creating improved recreational conditions.

Artificial Nourishment - Fram an aesthetic point of view this is by far the best
method of protection. However, the lack of sufficient beach material at the erosion
site indicates that there is nat sufficient natural littoral drift ta maintain t'h e beach.
Therefore, the artificial nourishment will be gradually, or perhaps rapidly, moved away
and then will have to be replaced.
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Artificial Nourishment Plus Grains - Grains are low walls extending seaward from
the bluff. Grains form pockets which tend to retain the sand. They are very effective
even in areas of high wave energy. An advantage af groin systems aver structures
built paralleL ta the shore is that they interfere very little with the recreational use of
the beach.

� !!

having considerable littoral drift. They will often fill with sand during the first major
storm. After they are filled the littoral drift will pass by as it did before they were
built. However, during the time they are filling the downdrift share area will not
receive its normal littoral drift. If this appears to be a serious problem, it is necessary
to fill the groins artificially.

Protectin the Toe of the Bluff

There are many locations where the structures cannot be moved back or where it
is not feasible or even desirable to create a beach. In such locations bluff recession
can be stopped only by preventing waves from attacking the toe of the bluff. When
the toe is protected, the top of the bluff will continue to recede only until the face of
the bluff has attained a stable slope.

Sea Walls - Sea walls are structures buiLt parallel ta shore usually of a solid
material such as wood, steel, concrete ar asphalt. More massive constructions are
sand-filled tubes ar bags, rock-filled wire cages or rubble mounds. Sea walls are built
more often than any other method of shore protection. This is unfortunate because
most sea walls tend to increase the erosion rate at the toe of the wall and, unless they
are well designed and securely constructed, they fail more easily than other procedures.
The increased erosion is due ta the violent turbulence and strong littoral currents
created as t' he waves strike and ref/ect from the smooth wall. The mast common cause
of failure is tipping or sliding lakeward due to back pressure from saturated soil.
Vertical walls are the worst, but many af the same problems accur ta some extent
with sloping impermeable walls. Sea walls should only be used when no other method
is feasible.

Revetments - Revetments are layers of rubble placed at the toe of the bluff
after the bluff has been graded to a reasonably stable slope. A well designed and well
built revetment is one of the very best methods of toe protection. Qne advantage af
a revetment is that it tends to absorb rather than reflect the wave energy and therefore
it does not accelerate erosion at the toe. Another advantage is that a revetment
inhibits wave run-up and therefore does not have to be built as high as a smooth wall.
Our experience has shown that it is possible ta underdesign a revetment, to keep costs
low, without as much danger of destruction during major storms as is true of other
forms of protection. Finally, a weil built rock revetment fits into the natural beach
environment much better than a wall.

A revetment consists of a cover or armor layer of Large stones placed on a
foundation af one or more layers of smaller stones. The armor stones are designed for
the particular wave height that can be expected at that location. The actual size
depends nat only on the wave height but also on the bluff slope and the shape and
specific gravity of the stones. The purpase of the foundation is to prevent undermining
af the armar stones by the penetration of jets fram the impact of the waves. It is
therefore very important that t'h e faundatian stones have a mixture af sizes. Revetments
must be entrenched at the toe ta prevent undermining and sliding.



Off-shore Breakwaters - One method of preventing wave energy from reaching
the bluff toe is to use a breakwater to protect the area. However, the cost of off-
shore breakwaters is so great compared with structures built near shore that this method
is only used where there is a need to create a harbor or protect a high value structure.
3reakwaters also interfere with navigation and littoral drift.

Some success has been observed during moderate storms in the use of a small
permeable near-shore wall at a depth of only about one foot. These are usually
accompanied by impermeable groins. The permeability of the wali  about 40 per cent!
helps to mitigate the reflections and turbulence caused by solid walls.

Sio e Stabilization

A bluff which has its toe protected from wave action is still subject to the less
violent natural forces caused by surface runoff, wind and groundwater seepage. More
serious erosion problems may also be caused by people, especially if they ere allowed
to use vehicles on the bluff. The less violent natural erosion can be reduced by reducing
the steepness of the slope and encouraging vegetative cover. In the writer's experience
a slope of I-I/2 horizontal to 1 vertical is borderline and slopes of 2 to ]. or flatter
are much more secure. In most areas, natural vegetation will cover such slopes but
the process is often speeded up with artificial planting. At some locations, it is
necessary to provide drains for the storm runoff from adjacent urbanized areas. If
there are layers of clay or rock in the bluff, perched water tables may provide seepage
over the exposed edges of the impermeable layers. If this is sufficient to cause a
problem, it can be reduced by placing drains or wells landward of the face of the bluff.

Shore Protection Demonstration Pro'ect

An important contribution to the knowledge of low-cost protection procedures
was made by the Michigan Shore Protection Demonstration Project which was funded by
a grant from the Michigan Department of Natural Resources to the University af
Michigan. The Michigan Sea Grant Program provided additional funds for observing
the instaHations and for the published reports. The various reports and papers resulting
from this project are listed in "Selected References." A revised copy Brater et al. 1977
is provided as an appendix to this paper. This particular report was selected for the
appendix because it provides descriptions of the various installations as well as an
outline of the laboratory research.
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ASSKSSMEÃT OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF CORRECTS% hl&VURKS IN RELATION TO GEOLO-
GICAL CONDITIONS AND TYPES OF SLOPE MOVHHKNT

EVALUATION DK L'KFFICACITE DKS MKSURES DE S1'ABIUSATION PAR RAPPORT AUX CON-
DITIONS GEOLOGIQUKS KT AUX TYPES DES MO' ELEMENTS DU TERRAN

NlfCRNSON J J4 Imperial College of Science and Technology, London, United Khigdom

The General Report consists of three parts. ln Fart l, the various types of correctivemessuresare briefly reviewed. Attention
is then concentrated on the tee, most nmestires; modification of the slope profile by excavation and filling, snd
dmiusge. An analysis is made of the optinmm positioning of corrective cuts or fHls, making use of the influence linc concept,
borrovred from structural engineeriiig. ln this w~a a neutral point, neutral Hae and neutral xone are define4 for chuular and
couchnder landsmdes and for various values of B ~ respect to the applied change in total stress. Drainage is then discussed
in mire detail, vritb particular attention being given to horisoutal drains end to trench  and counterfart! drains. performance
data for trench drains in tbe UM are then revieved «xk unalysed. From this a tentative baie far design is developed. Tbe clogging of
drainage systems by sltatiae or by geochenical effects, is aho discuuecL

ln part 2 tbe papers asntnhsted to Theme 3 of tbe Symposium are teviwad. Finally, in Part 3, some suggcaions are made
ss io ibe desirable directions of future research. An extaissive list of references is pruvidecL

Lc Rapport Gknkral se compose de trois parties. Dans la premikre partie les difBrentes mesures dc stabilisation sont
brikvemeat examinbes. L'attention est cnsuitc portde sur lcs deux mesurcs les plus courantcs: la modi6cation du pioQ de la
pause par excavation et remblayage, et par drainage. Une analyse est faite de l'emplacement optimal des tranchhe ou des
remblais de stabilisation oui utiliss le concept de ia ligne d'influence empruntb eu gbtue structural. De cat te manihre un point
aeatre, une ligne neutre et une cone neutre cont dkfinis pour les glissements de terrain circulsires et no~rculaires sinsi qac
your des valeurs dharsee de 5 en tenant compte du changement apportd i la tension iotale. Le drainage est ensufte discard
de falcon plus apprufondic cn insistent plus spdcialcment sur lcs drains horixontaux et les drains trenches  ct aontreforts! eii
particular. Les rdsultats 4'cssais sur l'at@sation de drains trenches dans le Royaume Uni sont prdsentkes et analyskes. A pertir
de ccs doiNkea une tentative de nNse au point de drauis trancllh5 csl deiebspl'.4e. Lc coimatage des systkmes de drainage par depbt
de limon et par eFets giochimiques «I kgelemeia discutk.

Dens ia deuxihnc pertic ics coutributioiis hziacs du Sujet 3 soot discatbcs. Knfin, dans la trnisibne panic sant prkcscatkce des
suggestions sar i'orientation k 4onner aux futurs projcts dc rechcrches. Une lists dktailike de rNtrences est donnee.

Ti.b payer was iiie Geeerei Rayon af Tbeme 3 ei ibe Syaqmeium oe Laachhdea eed caber MesI Movweeeis. Pilgee. Sepseeker 1&7. aed
was published iu the hautin or ibe laterneiiosal 9issooieuoe of Eegiaaring Geaiogy. No l6. t971. p, i31 - i95.
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Iacsodacthtn

ln slew af hs ctntssxt, thh General Report cottesntrates oa tbe
stabiihathtn of slopes consisting of cols aad cocks ia their natmal
state, ia deer aatetal slopes ar cecthtgs, snd etodedes ones that
~ ampise cbht8y IIBL

Tbe theme chosen by cbe Otgmthhtg C~ntltme h a goal oae. It
directs oar acteatioa speiacally cowards the asnssmenc of the
~ IIIcacy of scahilizachnt tneesttsss, widch a nadhtg of the Itentttn
shows to bate baca smatter largely neglected hitherto This siteachtn
has doebOess aisea pertty tham a aateral deshe to dose tbe me on
a jab aad pertly from the nhttnaace of the cmsnt or owaar to accept
~ nn~ eapendittnn on htn~ saasitosing.

Ia mneetiatsn wNc ihe whbee of Ote asgatdshcg C~ndttee, ON
Qenssal Report eoaists of thee pena. Tbe Ihsc ceemws the tain
aspects of the chetae in the Qgbt af the present state of Intoededge.
the secon4 esnhtates the cotrhMthtn of the ntbttdcied papers
wbge ht tbe Ihhd, saggasOans me meda ss to the aattsn of the
sOII tntsoltnd pnbietns an4 the dhanicst af fetnca seeeesch.

Idany general so%laws of ntetltods of Ilope stnbsTtnathtn hoes been
made. Some of the mate taunt scs by Root /1953, 195g/. Iahsr 4
Niatshaii /195g/i Itnwner /1959/o Mel~a klht~ /1966/r 2&~
ba L Mennl /1969/, Duncan /1971, 1976/, Stdssteissr L Wight
/197I/, Smith /197I/ snd Rratns /1975/. A nsaftd reiew af me.
thods partioslar to tock iopes is psethlad by pecknesr L Xar
/1976/.

The taaht tnethods of scabginchnt esed me nstemar}ml briedy
hehee. They ntay be esnpioysd shtgiy « in cesnbhtathtn,

I. Ettdssedan LtNag

Kacnsace et toe eatil stabgity h atcahaed: ~ credo meOtad
which mges aa sthealathtg ntcogresinn of the Nde anti
its asotnge slope is ntfIIcieady gentle to be nsdgy tnintahted.
Knrgs qeattOties of eacneahon ete getterely inealved. The tdee-
sic ippiicathsc at Oce method Is ia the Celebre mach of Ota
GsgIard Cet on Ote panatna Cmtal /istctoa L leaks.1970/.

b/ Ram~ and replace tipped macacmL' ehher whey by See.
deahing msetesiel /Symoas.1970/ or, mme mesaeicely, by

nssd st debis prceideti with ~ /Newnten.1g90t
Deacon,197l/. The ~shod h ebitnsaly applcslde ectly to
iips of modest shta. A vaiant af thh teethed Is co destroy
p sheer nttfacee at iteihsw depths by 4gghtg cnc,
nmoeldhtg snd reetmtpecchtg ths eaaeessed massrial ~
1970/.

e/ Esceeace co eahted siopa tdther by a general Oaccesthsg. with
or wltbaet harms /licker LidasshaR.I95gt Ircsas,1969/, m
@cally at the head of a dhie /pack Lhiaad/953t Istttnn L
Sank!,1970/. As diseesesd iemr, is is hapartant that ntch sn-
cmathnN an cclcncdy pcmchnte&

4/ Fmhtg to load shtpet gsnenly by cacaos af ~ ~
~ snabhted with oOter grarity streottLtes, sash m a gab@a or
nhcfoned earth wage, as hs sae /V~ndy. 1955t lhctsas,
1969t Kaiy L Skemp con.1972t I4caba LMeeet.1976/. Agahs
the ~ poithtnhtg ef ssablghhtg IIRs h of Neat hnpae-
taace, se is this proper dsshtege. The discttrbhtg etgscts of
aabenktaents that hers. eaattahleMy. to he planed la de-
stabgiahtg p~ caa be sedated by dse em af IigbsNteight
Ims, sech es Ily~

2. Daahtage /Cetlargrect,1967, 1975e Ra4l976/

V Lead away ntrtem water. this dtoeld gettatally be done hn
tnediately /2Cmbekkleac4K969/.

b/ Ptsesac ths hahbap ef water ia lettsiott crackL this dtatdd
~ Sco be aneade4 ta straight away /Rest. 1974/. Attat¹pts to

nsi aacb ctscks agshtsc setface htlow treacly tag
wiH tend to be brohsa by the dightest torcher mosnment,
It is baccer, thenfare, to make aneagatttencs to drain cracks

Rhsnlmt slope with I~iraithtg material, with fhters as tts.
~ asssry: TMs sam@ass measete I /d/ wicb dtahtaN /Root,
195g/ and is pardcelaiy elfecchre ia the case at shtpes «xpassd
to taldd drawdown /Shemptoa,!946t Fhcci LNiccciai,196lt
Csdergnag967t Klaagsl et al 1974/.

Tnacb dtahtn these an genetagy narrow an4 aIgne4 dhecdy
4owsniope /Early LSknntpton,1972/, ches largely asaidhtg the
tish of ssaccisathtg the landslide bing treated. They srs
mneSntes tstpplentented by shallower 4rains laid% a cheteoa
ar henh~tnte pattern /Dew&sr,1940/. Act esrihtr setshtn ot
the trench drabs is tbe ctetntetforc dtnhL In chin the inrert is
hscatnd ia Snn Nosed beneath the dip sarfaca so chat, ia
eddlchtn to ndachtg grano~mr psesseres, the drahts site
preside saae mechmicai Snppan jt ngoty, I SCIt Coght,ISI6/.
Open or grassHQhd draia tnaches tenahtg ccasseiape sts
~nethaes belt abase ON cnst of a shp or slope, «ben cher
an nasally tetcned htcesceptor cr cn~ drahts /Teens L
RarOetc,1962e Sntith,196I/. Shagaw tates merely hcceccspt
snsfm» ~: deeper ones en intended to inteccept groend
wassr Sowing towards cbe dope. A 4eep coaoff ctettch, ex
tended downwards by 4taia hales into a dcahtage galhtty, wss
omahantad at cbe bead at the cogesisl shtpe being scabilired
at Weircoa /D'Appciotia et aI.,1967/. Can nntst be taken to
nsoid sNag ce~ dtahts so chat Otey cotthI act as a teasica
teach ht sny fecen Iantlslide.

Hormtxtcal drahtr. nsttaly dgRed iaco a shtpe on a dighdy
cling gndient and prorlded tith perforated ar pnsoes hnert
/Isasth L Staffarde1957t Rane,195gt Robhtnsa4967t Hetthe,
196gc Natasogler,197Ot East,I97It Toag L Mehcr,1975t
SwOJ976/ Ile aw.dsssa ya4$!ebs hayh else& dnha
ls genssagy eraend IOO m, tboegh cate 231 m lang is repaned
by Zdteba LMencl /1976/. Lengths af ep to abaet 60 m Ne
mme ~at. In sh4es af large scale, borisontaI drahts csa
be need to adttantage in otntietmthm with vsnical drainage
shafts /Nat. Canf. Landdhie Centred,1972/, with crescit
dsahN /la Raibege et aL,1976/, or with gsgeries /sse 2f
behsw/. Ia cold tdhnasn it may be aecemacy to pneenc ths
ondacs ot boiaancsi drains hasa feeechtg jCeMer,197I/.

Gahtiec etrpetndse, bnt eea be appropiate to nn in Out
Cseacntent of ttesy large slides ~Rndy,I955t Kead14969t
Igathntal Cont. Landt54e Control,1973t Rico et aL.1976/.
Snpldamentacy 4cainags becca~ cmt be seeds through the
~ hhs, 5oor ar noi' cf the gagesies as ~ /Tanignchi 6
Wacati,1965t Rtsdignea et aL.I967t tdreba LNettcl,1969~
Hook 4 Ieay,197Ie Ngsaa LLkaa,l976/. For galerhts reaainc
panM to tba slope face, Sharp  l970/has tnede a stady of the
opchanm Iocnchtns far asians tatias ot hariatmtal to eerchnl
~ilty, eing a ~ nsistaace enalogna.

Verthssi dtahtn Chess tony discharge by gtnity thsaegh boti-
aantal drains ar edict /weihhahts/ /Seaton, 193$; palmer et
~ L 1950; Shetnk, 1971; Rat l 976/, by siphanhtg, wtchia the
amcaal Smitachnt of depth /Root, I95g/, or by «tttnnscicagy
~ ctieasad pentp /National CanL LnndNde Ctmtroi,I97'
Igoek L Bray, 197I/. Alternethttdy, the water may be blostt
ont of the «ekh at iatarenis by cotnpnmed air. Under farcer
able hydrogeological cnnegchtns it is somechnes feasible to
dhadlarge downwards iaco nc ttathstiying attaiter at Inset
p~necsic psessnn /perrott,l9$5t WQsan,1961/. Ia satse
~ mes, bowsesr, sech aseantres hers led to gtssh stabgity
problems assniatad with the ttntier4aahthtg stratnm /Edtscs
L Meet,1969t Lnteben L Iaileer,1976/. VerOcei thsittt
taay aine be essd as re}ief «ngs. dhchsrghtg epwmds. ca iessett
arcesma groendwacer pcnssarss at depcCL, Ihe ose of ssttd
dtahts ia this wey, ta stabgias a slaps of tptick clay, is desett.
bed by Hohe /1961/.

%84sr drama, nt wbsch a beihhater can operate, an cacti ia the
U4. /Roe+ 95g/.



EfsrcL~osfc used h Iic 4miaegs af bsw pemssabgity
soils, crea smne deyL Ireccr augsatm FrcÃl cnadm corscrds
ccchodes, whenas it h mmored, with or wichoac pmnpiag
/Csscgrcnde et cl,1961r Sleccum et aL,1967r ~,1970r
Wedog 976f.

Vcgetctiaa; cats cbhtfy through redacnfoa of paso psNrcm
by ercpocta~iracfoa. Xkuba fb Mead /1969/ pohc cmt that
h cbfs, cnd ocher respects, dec4hrcnN tress ase supecfor to ~
tbiL There is also smnc crmcribution at shallow depth hea the
strength cad binding ection of the roots /Tomsp94gr saa dsr
Smgt *sea Sendegrnn39egr Mebm kNacarcjeap966r Zireba
4 ltend,1969r Csay,1970, 197+ Srossa 4$beu,l975r Co@!
~ caL,1976/. la ' ' avelccatimracrscratlscfntheamonat
oC%@tmthm /Ski,f9 4 Rodda et aL 1976/. The safe of
segecatbm ia ooatroming arstbce esceha ts assachas4 h Sbf/
baker.

¹abRlsatha ot shallow baccbQIy ic rocfr feme /Lang,196 f,
pthrs 4 LaR 1967/, crNctber «tfh other arecaires /Foobai
4 Scrseacy, 1976t pcchssm 4 Kae,197tf/. information oe
the l08g+MR bchashrur ef prestressed «nchoss, spscieffy
crab regard to stcam brmm tbsaagfi creep sad corrosion, ls

Gmuchg. a ofemfcal um of cbh h to seduce the pcsmeagffty o{'
the gsoend h order to eadem lhc ingress of Noae&aeter to
a |mrfcfble /ftfcebeR,1970r Macsabeycchf,1972/. Ceaaat
~ srmtfng, ~ amused, bm ahe base charm to be sasccha
«hea hjcccad fnco tbc sip nsctbcn of sffdm h cutthg slopes
of ¹fff ohy /Ayma,1961f cadh otbsr mctsifeh IDaacas+971t
tkuha 4 l4scg969/. 1f dorm whhoet mre ic eca, of course.
ccfgg¹' a sfhfc

Thc am of cfgfd scctccgnfng ¹mchtsm h geaasaly ism cppecprfaca
thea tbas of methods frsrahfng dmfecge or mAsyhg of tbo slope.
Iteraercnrc cams of fbfhnn cf snob stnmcasm ese reported by Root
/1956/ ca4 Saber *Xersbel /195$/. Whea pscrfrcdy cagicmesed,
SsNNwerer, they oaa base a asetfsl safe, pcsticnfecfy where ~ ls

sf Retaining wrtfs. Founded beneath Iis ~ gsoumL mm
hdfcachn of the greet vedety of designs esed h ghee by itooc
/195g/, Sshsr A Mcrshag /1956/, Z&ebc 4 Mead / 1969f ca4
Coats Nance /1969/. Sejafr ct al f1967/ desccffa the ¹abflfm
thn of c rock slide by means of a crmcmte iecahiag fdoch,
behl down by prestressed rack sacbosc mrd mppcnch» e toe
tSL hr tbh ccm the efncacy of the QocNc&e s~lms wm
~ hashed by moaftochg.

b/ PIe» a «uR of coatbmmss or chsdy spaced drhrm caatgerer
plies cea be ctfsache m stahfScfsg ~ didos /Taas 4
Sartfatt4962r Xksba 4 Msndr1969/. Moss deep esacsd sgdes
ham baca asonnahffy smbfffaed by, For hscsmrs, cacfwaed
diect or bose4 ptfe wclh /D'Appoiorsfa st *,1967r ~
1976, Xkaba 4 Meacl 1976/ or by hrge dhrceter cylinder
ptfe setcishg walls, generally of cmrtgercr type /Andrews 4
Xhsel,196cr Oc Seer,1969r %boa $970i De Seer 4 %~
1970/. A general dhcrrssha of thi ~ type of scrurrtase h ghee
hy North-Lorrfsk Lyrm ~ /1 975/. A pertfrnshsty aicssha design.
~ asplo!rhg anchrned frmnda5os pferc 30 to 35 m dasp cnd 13 m
la dhraeter at 34 m sencmc to scahRm c sack shpe h italy.
h dcsccfbed by Sefdaria * Fattme /1974/. la shyer of sett
Ofay, Chere ic a 4aager that Cfm dhphrmmnts Cad enmsi pose.
~tm presmms hrhmd by yaearhfng m trigger e fenddhh
/Bjarram 4 Johcrrsmma,l960r Sroms k Sesaesmerk,l96$/.

Cf SOil aad reefs enchase, geaerely pcaaCS~L these sse cmp-
bryed either ia conirsac5aa rcfcb seiaiahg ctracarres, es h 3c/
Lbf, or alone to mdaoc the drhhrg fences of e fmafcfbh aad to
hcream the aosmcf ed'cache shemsc oa iss sffp mctbaL For e
phaar sfhfc. it eaa ceediy be shone that. For a ghea anchor
Fence P. thc srccfmura improrernerrt of the tactor of safety
of tbs sSde is schicred when F hiacfhsd shps at
~ a eagle with the sffp ccrfcce equal co taa.   ! s 8 ~.
Thh rccaft h iadepmdsnt of the mcgaifnrh of c ~ ¹rd cm tbe
ground lrresmres obiabdng.

Anchors hase bess perhaps niost conmrorriy umd on cceacfctio-
aef rock rtfdes /Xkubc k Mead,1969r Hock 4 Scay,197@i
Scidosla k Factors,1974r Lang,1976/. They esn also bc med
so scabfffce soI sNes /Cambefccc,1966r CoOa Noses 1966/.
Affowmrca must thea bc made for dr~ camm pcae-

lrrecnrses asd mbseqasnt eoaseNctfon nader the
caches pads with concomitant immi in sech«stress. Anchor
ese also coaiag into increasing um in opea pic mmes, parti-
' cfcsfy ia America. for sccorph to pecsrdt mm~smreat
slopes to bc cat mom steeply /Rcssca ec cL.1971r Litcfoiobn
~ t sL ~ 1977/. Another cppffcctfce i ~ fn the scourin of large
boulders, for iastacce is slopes of resided soil /CoCa Nenes
4 Vefloso,1963/, Cahfss or chains may also be used for this
purpom /Iietrunr 4 Jasssad,196g/. Rocb haiti are ecsd for
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Cheahal ¹ahfSccchnc by ha occherrgs aed ocher p~
4 the present comnrctbm it h 4esp sag stchffhathm rather
Chan mcthse umtmmst aaC h mhreat, Handy 4 %Slice¹
/1967/ ahba sa hsce scabgbad e dbfe by the lacsarhrctha of
rpcfck lhne hto fhe dhfhsg cmm ~ fhna wells. porgy
by paacaleah elsccs aa4 pertly through dryhg. Mourn et aL
/196 g/ qucctfsm the c5hecy af lhae rreffa but mggc¹ tbac the
dÃhLsfrm of various mits through aegc mcy be c practicable
~ cabgfcatfcm mefhorL For fha qufcfr chy that they hrrescfgara4,
poccssbmr chloride bed fho best oscraR «ffeet. Aa cppffectbm
«F pocascbrm dUachfe 4IShmm la practice h described by
Eggesscd 4 Scm /1976/, gems rbeosechsf bsafrgroead fs ghee
by ~ /1976/.

~p~~~d e ~a~a~
scebgbrcchm desadbed fs serercf papers fe4. 1966, 1973/ by
Vc4er. Uader ccscah cmrgthms ic h cfafraed that graur baste~
psssassm am be sedacad bp the faserchm of ~cat circuit
~ fcctcodm". whhb nsppmm aa hherera, sam~ occrrrthg
~ facts ash h the gsuaccL Seiemlhnddi4ee h Austria cnd
~ ase ¹cced Co hase baca ctebsTfsed h tbh wey: the earthed
doss aot appear to bere boca esnhrassd yct ia the QX. or the
Q~ Voder /pets. ~ pohts rmt tbct the pshcfple h
~ cfrhatty hcppffcebfe to~wham thegrcaarHsacer pressures
em ecatsoSsd by 19$tmtbm ender gicrfcy 3broegh eery
paaaccble lcyesc.

nsctn~rmsoch enchase c hcbrriqrre mggasted ender tbe
amis ~tsrsomroth Cfakmfrs" by Caaaymde 4 Mcher
/1971/ for hapsermg the scabiTicy of taRngs damL lt mcy aho
be of mme general cpplicatha h fhre9raiaed mecaaefL~ha-
psesshe fromsss csc reported ia the peff~t rsehtcaec of tbh
¹ecl suds pnsbe4 faro Chc gsocad cnd chen used es cfretrorlss
la ~ 4hect entreat system for 1 to 2 wcebL la the cath tamed
bath efeatrodm dioacsl en hnreem h pe&oct susf¹ance,
shoagh thh wes naturally mme crerbsd ct the eaodes,

Fseechg: ecpesnhe mrd ~ usaL T3re best bssowa cpfsff-
~ scion h ia icarpocarffy mbgfcfng s low of sNt darhg crar-
screctfrm of the Gnat Caahe f3cm /Gardrmg937/. Use «f rtrc
method h statrfffafng a dfde h c nsnnsl roof h decccQred by
Goalsffcaud /196$/. A geasscl rerferr of tbc tccbnfqes h girea
by Seegar /196gf.

Hsacfng h the oomse af rcerrey con¹tectfrm h l9tb csnccsy
Kaghcnl. ir wm c tfsidy cranmoa practice ro stcbffhs the
shrpes af chy ouccfagc by ~g", Wfds crmaterfort drcfss
were dag aad ISed with cftemcfe hyers of day spog cad cocL
The coal wer rhea fgnfscrL thus hefting the fnsrcmiccd cnd the
~ djeccat dcy /Sse, far Cccmple. Cappcrrhwcitc,l gg0/. AfChocgh
pcrticrrfcrty erhcntagconc «hea applied to clays cnd shcfei of
high srmssac. whhb were virtnagy self~

the London Qay. Mocc tccsntfy, ~ slopes ot loess cad

e Same of fhese mey ¹iR be regarded as being ia ea scperarreataf
sccgL

«The faefmiqee may be of um fa the conscruccfrm of minforsed
~ arch wsls with dcyey bccbSRs.



or clay base been stnbehed by pandeg boc gasses through a
system of nsnoels «boseholes ~93dr Soles 4 gcanrndescrs,
1954s Litrbsor et aL,1961s Xkube 4 lgene41969s bliccheS,
1970/, Lfsebsor et aL abo ~ a ~oe csnnbhsbsg
beatbsg with chemical treatsnent, «hah they term thermo.

. chemical stabiUmcion.

g/ Slasthsg. a cootresersiel aod nnseUeMe teclmiqne, insonded
to dhrupt a sUp surfme or to bnpsssse drainage /Root/954<
Baker kMarahall, l958; Xdsube kMesel, 1969; MiccheS, 19'M/.

h/ Itidgbcg ~ tecbsdqsse ocossioaaly used to carry a toad osur
aa actire or potentbd fandsUde. lt ic mote often employed
on steep slopes alsctod by ssl slides ot moderate
or ssnall width /Root, 1954; laker k 3 arshaS, l954; scuba
4 Ideosd, 1969: Costa Nones, 1969/.

TTsc taspcedec snerlts of semsnrbsg the hee4 af an acnsal or potential
sUde, of battening cbe sbspe ussifosssLly or benching it, ar of brsUdbsg
a bees at ics toe, are rUscsssmd by Raker 4 bfarsball /1958/, Root
/1954/ aod htchra kNacercjan /1966/. In genend, nsch cuts and Sls
~ sosjdd appem co be meet effectise when applied co ~eared
IaodsUdes, io which the sUp surface tends to faS steeply ac the
heed en4 rica apprecdably bs the esglon of the coe. Clearly, howcecr,
these bs aho a scale e face, so that the hsihsence of a gieen cot or
IS on the oeesall factor of safety «IS 4hnbsisb with the si!e of rbe
laodcUde bebsg created. For exasnpbr, in the case of tbe large dcep-
acated coastal IasnlsUdm at Falkestone %arran dse tooNelghnng
~ ssnocnscted as part of the ¹aldUsacim ssorks IVbset Imdy,!955/,
althcmgh sseQ pceidened, bnpsoses the osesnS lossg.tenn foccor of
safety by osdy about 38 to $% .

The chase Mr between mem nsosunsencs aad erosion ls a basic
clement in the geologicai cycle of demsdatbns. It f~ therefore,

~ that tha mmtrai of erocbso, ln both the general aod the specUIc
sense, h gendamcntal to the psesentbm ef lesnMdeL This psmsc
baa been csnplsnsised by Ijerrtnn et nL /1969/ nnd by Hutchineon
/1975/. Fstrtbesmom, once a ianddide has been ¹nbStaed h ic
bnportant aa present any farther woreenbsg of Ba csnssUthsa through
~ reason Tbe potential ercscgng agent Is stauoly «ntar, though eto-
aisn by wind and ocher agama cnn occaaiaedly be sigtci5easst
fa4. Coiccnstt.1928l.

a/ Comtrsd of 0» erosion: ha ~ «bere the tae of a laoshlrle
is situated in Ibe sea, a labe, ~ meersntr or a ther, lt is of
psbne hnportance to present erosion ec thh ms' cttthml
pabst. Igeenssas commonly used iocbsde r4nscrete or crib wage,

aad other susutsnassta, groynm aod spur rSbnc /Vbset
Srandy, 195 5s Natbnsel CoaL LandsUsie CeacralI1972/.

b/ Centred of carfare ~ on dopea Sesseragy achiesed
throssgh proper attentbsn te the design of' dmbss for nsrfbce
water /36abta 4 l a~,1966/ aod the eocousagement of
~ nitatde vegetation ccsor /Berate,1969/. The latter wee 4aae
originally by lopsniUng aml seesUog, emsmtimee in combine@an
was Jute netciog lo presanc sag arniaa «hie the eegetattoo
was becsmsbsg estabUshed /bhdna et aL,1967/. blose recently
serious technbpsec of lsydsanlls seedbsL in which a moth
crmlnbsbsg tbe phot seeds is spsayesl onto the slope, hase been
deseioped /Scbiechl.1965/. Io these the ~scary bstasbn
~ rodman psniecchns h often psoeided by ~isalt ssnsslsioss, or
other cbmnical or plastic ~mL A layer of solcecaenc
bas nmecbrssn been used m a ~&yeauaoent crmttol of
~ nsfme ecocbso /Costa Nuace kVeUosa,1963/.

c/ Csmcrsd of seepage «osdoa: this type of erosben occurs when
lhe seepage dmg of Norns&eater dbcharging at a bee face is
large ensnsgh co dhlodge ¹sd smnose bsdtsidnal sog particles.
The tecssitaot back~lag mnds to andarsnbse the snpecin-
cambcnc ¹mca and evnnsnagy co eence thar cogepse. This
farm of faguse h quite cmmsm hs beth netnnd eed cnt
slopes aod coa ba sary dansegbsg. SoSs ln the coarse skt to
Sne mnd range ase parthularly prcnm to it /Tcraagbi,1950s
Iiuccbbsson,1964/. The Aee face may also, nn4nr cercebs
csmdNoos, migrace bsto the dope in a bsaaUaed manner,
lansing to pipbsg by su~ ecosinr /Tetaaghi 4 Peck/967 r
gberard et al. $972/. The chief metho4 of concsogbsg seepage
~ soshm h by plechsg bwesmsl Imcess oeer the asna of dischasie
/9/ard8944r Tcrcagbi * Peck4967/, or by insonssping the
mepnge ac nmse discancn back from tbe face with wells or
sand drains /Anoo4965/.

From this brief reebNe of cypse of correct&a meesssre, Cero points
~ mesgL The Qret ls that, «bgc most of tbe impart osggest that cbe
meesums appUed «eca eNecttso, at least ln the short intro, it ls
mthes mse for dse «Nosey of cbe corsenise works ta be properly
assessed by appropriate montccsrhrg. The ~nod h Qgi i+ISggp

ars co be the mast aced ssabgtsatkon meara with
the m rca
sluentl em l
hr crnscnnsraced en Che$0 twa csnsecthn s~

lt h, of course, sesy bscgsortmst to encuso that neither cuts nor
IISs trigger the acistbsg or potencial aUde chat *ey am 4esigncd
to stab Use, oor generate Aesh sUdes local to chessleieeL It shoald
~ Ieo be borne in mbsd that a Sl h a cocher spod5c measure and
edsge it may deal satisfaccorSy with the particsdar sUde chat it was
designed to ~ /abc oo F16, I/, it may be quito bseffecdee
again¹ ao ahno¹ esgeagy sedaos ~~" sUde /on abd/. The
danger h greatest in the cern ol' trandachnsal ImsdsUdes, as Enscra-
tad io Fig. 1: the ~nacry of tocational slides makes chem less
prone to, shoogh noc necessssrSy saib i!con, ctds type of faibsse,

Ptg. t: TsaneleSlOeal date Srebgteest by ~ COe fig, Stcaselna She
danger of ~ csoccnctel aces rider sible.
 t! gttp surface.  a! Tae tN. �! Over stder slide.

A pobsr baqemtiy neglected ln tbe Uteretnm an slope ssabiUaadon
Is that cuts an4 Ims, depccsshng sm lhe gsossnd censUtins and the
speed Of their Ceststnsotian, ~prise some Or loca undtnhted On-
laadbsgs and Ioadbsgn sespecnteeiy, Tbe matter ls cbscsty presented
by IhhoP an4 Iiarrum /1960/. sabre
of the factor of saf F wig be -tenn
than m the l e tbc case

cn beth cams lt is goo4 practice ta check both tbe sharc.
~ nd eabses of F. An hnisortanc ashrencage of a corrective
fE is that, ance nscoeesgagy tdaced, its stabsTizing cfyecc srE tend
to bscraam eatS the ground beneath lt h ANy cosseoUslated aed
Ssamafbsr. nsdeee by carne accidmsc the fm ls some+ed, ics cencri-
bccion co stabSIcy wiS be a persnanent ~ Aa sUscssmed later,
this reUabiU y in the lang casus is gesserely bus aired bs the cess
of 4snioagc samsoreL

The ~csnl ihse" concept

The ef5cacy of a corne¹tse eut or IE is controged by its location.
~ seigbt mul chape aod by the cheraccesisckn of the carnal ar po-
tential landsUde dsec it h ioteaded to scab Use. These factors crc
all known, ar can be determined, at cbe design stage. lc foUows.
thmofcce, that while lt ic adeisatde co check clieir perfonnance by
appmpsraos menitosbsg dsssbsg and cher conccnsccion, the eflicecy
af coca aod fEs sbosdd Srsc be 4etennmed by analysis befose she>
aso carried out

+ Cetcsslesed l'or smcbnss W6 end %4 of Huscbinson /1969/.

«Presided chat proper drainage of the lgl hm been arranged, for
~ namtsbr by an underlying drabsege blanket end by approprierr
sosfan dsabsL
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~F [4Wtang�-$! M + Zf J!d !j~Wahta
F   Wahta + Wcina!   N

FTs~a ~» «a ~sa~gpaQ-i~q-s,m
before. 0

tan 9
thta {1 I!Ml ln Fo

but at the neutral pohtt Ml ~ N . thereforeln on'

«hlch toduoac to
' ~

tana �-Naca'a�! ~+ .acheftne/eqo�!/
P

Thia la a Iptadretbr ln tan +. 'Ale negatlte toot gitoe high negatire
eahtec of a, «hich doubtfem chie0y to0ect the hnow» anomalhta
of both th» Ccemmtiooal aud the Qithop Ihttph5ed Methods io
tome of rtaepiy riabtg thp mtfacec /Whihnan kmaQey,1967t Tutn-
buS k Rtotalet,1967/. Theta ncgatice cahnn of a�� nob
¹ceper! are not of pr«:tice' bnportattce and are thctofttre neghcteL

Equation  I! it a genacat tohttion «hich appHec for any eche of
S to pocNte or nagntire ht0ucoce loada, Lc. to ima, if aammed to
be of ceto ¹tangth, and to cute if the coorldicatiooc cf changac in
tibia gatenetty and the bteakdO«n Of puaeihh nagatitu ptn«geeanttea
ate neglected lt alto hoMc for aUp mrfacec of choler or general
thapc and, ln prhadpic, tegnrtgem of «bather tham am p~¹ing
or potontiai lt «ould obrioualy be qnecthntaMe, lto«etor to apply
the idea to a poteathl dip turface «hicb had no phytical reaNty.
lt «lQ be noted that the poaNon of the neutral point la htdepen-
dent of 4 W and c'.

� for S ~ 1.0, when

sass  l-me a/~
0

«hich it mtiafhai by ti e 0

~ a4ti0fssB O,whse ssaa Q Ssa4F + <I!
0 mob

~% 4~b

ln the ganatai cern et iso 0 S %0, tbe nmttral pohtt mll occupy
poeitioan httetmedkate betweea thorn of coma  i! and  I! abote.
ht mcotdance «ith equation �!. The ttdntioo of this equation ic
*own grephicaily in Fig. 3.
WhSe 8 it aa undrained patamenn, the cern of 5 o 0 may ciao
cotwenmntky be tegodcd aa aquicatent to the fuly drahtad condi-
tion «ith respect to ~ cocrective earth«orb of any htitici poco«ater
ptatcute totponm . in principia 5da idea can be applied to any I
value.

For circular t0p mrfacte, th retult ror earn � c h the c¹f-
erident fact that for B ~ ling the potithm of the neutral point
it tituetad vertically hela« the centre of the aUp chcie /Fig. 4V.
Qt catapettcon, the cohttioa for caae Oi! *o«c that the position of

' The i~tnt effect of the earth«othe oa the otightal tttody
state ~ater ptaamrec in the landt5de aa a «hole lt neglcctetL

iR %0 0

o«

llg.3: Apptoaktmte varhtion of eo/O'~h «tth X The tctc-
tloncldp b eot perfectly linear, hut the divetgenctcc are
lnttgntAcaot «lthie the unread range of cn/O' bvaleet.

the neutral pmnt for l ~ 0 ia ditplacad to«arda the elope by a ho-
riaootal dictaace equal to the radius of the appropriate friction
chde, Le.



c}

In «ldfthm It ls cisar Orat ¹r aorsohcnlsr dfp «rfsem ~
hrclnde a pbmar section the amrtraI line «ig «idea to trnra c
NRUTKLL X !NK sbcnld the hrcffasSon oC lhit mctioa to thc
hochsrntnl cohrcfde with the vshre of oh fm' the psrthnrisr conditions
obtainiag,

blnannfrm

lbe ccnnfdctn hfhmr~ Ines for each cam caocidcre4 are given
h Ffga 4a, b. 5, 6. retd '!a, h. Aa «f8 be  rara rhe plots et
FI/F against tl, in FIgL 5 cnd 6, tbe compntatienc confirm the
theacethml ptssUathsm for the prrdthms ot the nential pohrtL

099

0.98

50 %0 30 20 C 0 -10 -2O
a'

Fig. 5; Iaftcoace laos m' y~/F for rypfcsi ctrcnfsr 4I4s  es in RO' !
 t! ortgtasl piosomorric Irno. �! Average porc prsmoro retie. �! tf ofrgtssd effective onelo ot shocrfac ~r~   !
sa iatfeooco fig «¹h 8 v e sa4 ~as ertghael piosoraorrts levels. �! iefloooco lb' ter sa tnftoveoo fi mh 8 IA, &eh h
Iedopondvnr ot ortetasl piosornorrtc level.

Iotlooocs Ihrsc ¹r F, / for s typical circalar slider
a! Craseoectioa of Iarn e,
h! Iaflosncv Ihrss for sa haftoosco "cat" and ca hrftosace
tR for 8 o I.O sa4 8 o 0 ca4 ter vsrtoos orfghnd pfsso-
~ ssrrfc Ifaoa
c! Inltnsncc Uncs tor aa lnflooase,drainage, for vesfoee
ortofaaf piosometrtc ihros.
 I! t!roood sortsco aad pissomccrtc I¹s a  r» v OAO!.
�! Pfeaometrfc Ihre v  r w 0.3e!. �! gifp cor¹co cn4
ptscornctric Ilao w  ra o Of. �! Infiasacs ftL �! Iafiooncc
"ect". �! lnftosaoc 4rainsps. p! Friction chafe with
ratios o R sta O'~. {g! Iofloooco fgl whh I v O.
 e! laftaoocs fNI with 4 w i.L 4 IO! faftaeoso "cec" w¹b 8
w 0.  l 1! Inttnsosc "car" wtrh 8 ~ tu.
Na. Csevea  9! snd � I! sre iadoporrdoot ot tho ertgtacl
~ kssomorrtc line.

garliy m a check ea fhe above mnrlts for the positions of the
~tref pohrt and partly in ceder to dcfhrs tho ehecea inAecace
Sass ia their enlhety, s nnmber ot'aanpntar aaslyscc have hsea raa
for a constant siicc width b. The eN'acts ot variant iaflosnce loads
ecting oa a typical chcalsr sgp auf~ have baca dotsrnrhmlucbrg
I¹hop's Ihnplffled Method /1954/ end rhngcr hrvectigathmc Cor s
typical r~~ Cp sexfsca hmo Imsa made by the Morgerrstcrn
khhe Method /1965/. h sm thoro aaalysss aa arbitrary fnfhseace
loni ot %39 nmne f /gao kN/ en a I mene «hltb Jarescared
hecfcrmtaly ia a valleyward dl~ has hsen assd ia the cfreuhr
~ sml ths mao kmd scthrg aa a g metre width ia tbe arm
~ rmeL In cl cams tbe sacthm of Iarnfdide eaalyss4 Is l m
thick hs a crom dopa direction.
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Fig a: lnfluetme Hoes for F /F for ~ typical aostctrcol» slide  as in Fig. 7! plotted agattus u.

 i! to  g! are as defined ibr Flu, L

A check, for the circular case with I ~  !, on the mredtNity of the
msults to the magnitude of a positive Muence load, htdicatm that
the values of Fl/F�- l are prep~ to this Ioa4 up to a vahte
of at least twde tKe maximum total vertical stress acthtg on the
sHp mtface c ted, that is, «eH beyond any ptaotkstl lhnit.
~ prcportkntally does bmak down, ho«ever, if the infhtettce Ioa4
ls ituneamd greedy, for htsttsum by a hctor cf l00.

A pse~uhite for applicadon of these i4eas is, of course, deter.
mhsation of the Itmation of existing cr Hkeiy potential aVip surfaces-
As dsis information ls ceeded in any cern, however, to permit
pinsornetats to be instaBed in their proper poitions, this is not
~n as a dhadvantagL Tha exanrples ccuhsidared sQ el@uprise shtgle
sHpL ht practice, ctunpicx assemblages cf sHps are heqecmtiy aa-
countered snd then a sat of neutral Ihun /m in Fig. 2c/ nmy need to
be deQned sepamtaly for several, or aH, of the component angle
CpL

lt follows flem stiuation  I! that the poRtkms of Hie neutral Hnes,
for any condidons oNer than that ntptesented by the special case
of 5 ~ l.0, «iH tend to shift valleywanls as the initial factor of
mfcty, F~ is iocteased towards F by the stabghation workL
The pra:tTeai significance of this widk depend pardy on thc shape
of the slip surface aed partly cn the designed improvement m F0.
ln principle it seams better to «ork as far as possiMa with the final
value af F.

lt shouhi petttaps be smphasised that the vahtee of I in the fote-

gohtg analysis tefar strictly to the undtehted change in porc-water
pressure amoeiated with the apphed cut or SH, and the cmschtsions
reached ate thus htdeircndcnt of the �background" drabsage coodi-
thee ln the slip as a whole, except htsofar as them determine F ~
Tbua, for example, the neutral Hne for an infhence Ioadhtg «itIt
S i.a ~ bs ~ by c, ea ~dhns of ~e
Itself is in the short~, httetntcdlatc or Imr~ condition. For
tha Blat two of these colldit&nlg however, the continuing change
ht po~eater pressures ht the sHp Itself. ss them move towards
equilibrium, must also be considered, in tsfation to its ctfect on both
the ovuraH loran factor of safety snd the long-term position
of tha tmutral point.

Ist the past, vectors of mrface movement in an active landslide
itave smnethaes bean used as s guide to Ne proper location of
corrective earth«orks, for htatance by Ilnuting thc extent of s
counterweight bann to Ne area «hich has *own a tendency to
rise /K.L Eady, pets. comm./. On the assumption that the ground
surface movements doeeiy reflect the shape of thc undeziying
shp surface, «e aow sae that this method is accurate f' or s fuHy
undrained fHl but on the conservative side for s fully drained one.

Some engineers hol4 Ne view that, in effect, the neutral line is
Iocamd vetticaHy beneath the centre of gravity of' the slip masL
From the foregoing, however, it is dear that, in general, this is
aot correct. In the landslides examined to far, two af which are
shown in Fig. 8, the vertical through the centze of gravity of Nc
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Fg 7: tnftseco lines ter F, f F fas a syptsas»M»dar C4«-
~ ! Chen~ton of lan~
b! lnftneoee thsm fer an inttnance "cnr" aml an tnfleem»
N for 1 ~ tA and % > 0 and far varhsoe original pieae-
metrtc Snea
C! lnSoence thsoS lbr aa inSaenee ~ ttrr vari«ee
ortgtssal pieaemesris lbses
�! Ore«ad sorface asul pieaeasetrtc ~ o  ra o Lap!.
�! Sttp eerface aod photometric tbse v  rn o 0!.
�! hsOueme tm. �! tssOeeme "cm".  g! toft~
dsablaIe.
 a! lnttemce 85 with 5 o 0.  y! taftwme fm wttb 5 i 1.0
 S! lnlume "cat" with 3 ~ 0  O! homme "cot" «itb 0
w L.O
g5. Curves �! ead  9!»e ladepeadant of origbsel pteew
~ sesris ievaL

pig. I: Kaamplas ot the satattssaebtp between the aat~
posdthsm «f tbe nesstral poles ead the eaatre of gravity of a

a! ~ slide at Satest  alter Skesnpsaa ds Ssowa ioat!
~ ! Howebesdar INe at Sary 8%  aft» Hnsabisnon. et aL
1P13!
1! paction of the eeatre of gravity. �! Heatral p«4» for
o 1A. �! Hwtsal pates Asr I ~ 0.  <!,sQp sorfaee,

slip mam Ma between the I ~ M and the I ~ OpoaNosss of the
metral point. This would m»n to he geaesaly the case, bot may
nnt Stastiabiy be SO.

dtsaed by ~ Sl aasthworh. W fhsai Chach ms t!da Sisadh.hnwnvar.
always be made by numhg orthodox stab0ity aaalyma.

Oat~

General «sss»d»

The aoatsai Sne conaspt is sdaariy knappiicatde in thh earn, as
dsa}nngs of any part of a iaadsiidc is %ways beneAciaL lnfhs»me
Ines for the efl'ect of an ~sfhsasma dramaIa", qrodatcing I tphsc-
Non in pint«metric praasam of 10.2 tonne ffm f�0 hN m / on
»sccassive 1 m whie s5cas for three different phsaometric ihsaa in
a typical ctrcntar IBp, ase liven ia Hg. dc. Shn8ar hsflssense ihses
for a piexmnetric mdncion of 10.2 tonne fIm oa nsccmsive 2 m
wide slices for two diffesent pieaonsatric linea in a typical
cssiar IHp am given in Fig. Tc. From them eaampies we me ihat she
effect of s given draisaps is mthar constant thrsasgboot, except
for a s4ght rim at the soc. The mpid redhcthsn in efT'cct at both
head and toe of the siidm tosnlts frsan the neglect of aepatire psne-
water presnsras once the tasbsced piaaomctsic Mne faSI below the
imel of the as»»iamd part of the IUp ssssfaca.



Sosne tucHcacton bas been given esstler af the gresc variety of drai-
nage measures that have been used far slope stabQisattoL Of them,
cwo weal be tmarcd hs mme detail herc.

Ttsts tems mfers to ssnaH diamctet pipe dmins that ase isstalad
within a slope, usually by helical auger cr rotary drS, cn a acing
gradient ol' typically 2% so 20% so as to dtscisasge by gravity.%hgc
ihe origin of this type of drabs Is obscure, much of the early develop-
ment «erk wss ccrstsd out in Cstttotais. «hcsu hoctsontci draiss
have siace bees wi4ely used /Smith @Stafford.1957s Rootp9Sg/.
ldosu recently, ttsey have been employed to statsgtsc slopes hs many
ether countries, hscbsding Japan /T'aniguchi k%'start,1965/, Iacais
~Ayses,i961: Rnbinacn,1967/, Genaany /HsaleJ9N/, Caechssdo
vakia /Zkuba 4Meact,1969/, Yugoslavia /hianvcgter, 1970/, Na»
Xealaad /Kcsc, l974/, tfeng Kong /1'ong dt Mcber,1975/, Canada
/La Recbette et aL,1976/ and FranoeCmnbefart,1966s Rat,1976/.

Hostcontat dsuiss asu ssssatty becwces about 5 and 20 aa in dta-
nsetcr. ln nsasc cases they me spaced between 3 and 8 m apart
cnd, as mantled atksvc, hase lengths of about 30 to 100 m. They
mcy attnn wick advantage, be hsscaltcd ftotn several etevutiassL
LNadsargne fram a shsgte drain herc varied fram about 175,000
tttses/day /Isawner, 1971/ to sara Early bsstaiatiass ganaraly
consisted of perforated steel pipes wtthtnsc Stets and wctu prese
to boch cassustoss asd sgtation. Smith 4 Stafford /1957/ racsun-
~ that the 6 m length of drain neatest te the outlet should bc
gctvuniced and nassperfaracad, to stow down corrssstcss and Mnder
choking of the pipe by tuocL htose smeutiy plastic pipes
sssed, with Stars loaned al' pocous ccncrccc /Iobinssm,1967/,
scabs banded sand /NossveSer,1970/ or synthetic Stet tbtsttcL ln
Jolnmd sock cnd sectduai sel masses, Chai /1974/ sesummseads
Ihe use af drains with hnpcsmmbta isvurtL

the dsaisage of hamogensaus 3:1 dopes by horizontal drains, and
produce 4asign charts which me believed to apply witit rcasonaolc
accuracy ro hsungeneous slopes with Incitnntiosss of bet+non XS
and 3 J:1, Two depths to an tmperriuss lower baundmy ase can-
sihued. As the surbase stats, the dmiga charts have yet to be
calibrated slunst fluid expedsssce.

As indicated above, monitoring af hortsoutat drain sylems bas
generally beau csmfsned ta measurement of drain discharge. la
smne cases tbe etfect of dressage on the movements of the slide
bebtg tressed have atro been reported /Tcineisu * Kasgt,1970/.
The effects of boaxontat drainage hsstaHatiasss on groundwater
ttjressusw here, as yet, been measured rather raraty. A brief supost
is gtrsm by ttsuwner /1971/ of mshsattcms of between 9 and 12 m in
cleft~ter pressures iu a 137 m h~ rock slope, occurrhsg within
30 days of instaRng four trial hartaontat dsninL A fuller description
of the scahgtsatian by hostaosstal dadas of sBdcs in a 15 m high,
3sl cuc slope of sgts msd sands hs New Zaahnd is psssrided by
East /1974/. Ftfty4tve dsctns af 30 m ncmisal length asd 3 m
spacing, in three rows, ware installed iu the space of ten days
dustag the wtpjtnr af 197' %tthbs a ttsrther 5 4ays, pmcsmsetnc
lsvuts had dropped by between 1.0 and LS m /1.7 m oa average/.
A check in the wmtar of 1974 showe4 that the average depressbm
«f pisaametrtc Ieruts wus thea 2.0 m. Ne furthet movements af tbe
si4es warn racmde4 ia the twe years fottewhsg hssmttattos of the
drutnL ft is na» clear that this InstaUattan was owst4cslgned. lt
wns, howuver, an esnczgency opemttsm to seve a l~cnsioa elec-
tricity pyhm threatened by the stitm and as such was both expe-
dttaus nud asecnssfut. Variou 4ivcrgancisa Cross the hleattsad
tdopes mptomd by Kennay et al /t976/ prevent ttsts case record
xnan serving m a check on their design charts.

These ts a great need for ~ mcords of wun bsstrtanented ssd
msmhasud hartsoatal drain hsstattattsms in various saga and rocks.

The use ef hactscmtal draiss is most appsapdpse ta ttse cern of
stapes where the gram~mr Isa tno deep ta be reached by
Intact dmlnL Such csmdltiasL ac» tlmstumrdy assasdnsad with
alartvety sascp tiopee and dcepemtcd st csrfacm
1970/. bfost of tbe slopes tranced hme been bctuuen about 1
snd 4$ in isudlnattan, though bostsantat dsatm here been tnataHcII
is Hang Kong in stapm of weathered igneous racks of up tu 70
tnsdhmcisu /Tong *btaber,1975/. Fssun a practical pabst of view
ic Is inspcsrtant that the ruck ar sol tsvatvud ic seedily drntabte and
does not cave, and lt is an advantaes if the nmessary drain length
does not usceed about 90 m /Sustsh @Stafford+957/, As wich any
fons af draisage, it Is helpful if the mass to be truamd csmtains
tstevfoua layers or cones, but this is not ~sttaL

ll can be dlf5cutt te bsstnll hccisancal drniss in a dtde that ts
sttl moving, as ihe drgl strings may jam, Such an opemtton was
auxesshdty carried out, horsusur, un an acttvc slide on the Sgo Paste
to Sa sos highway /retneka aKastdst970/. Th slide had an atua af
about 20 heccsres an4 wm snaring at between l and 5 ns/month.
tteocum of this Mgh snaveascnc mss, the hoctssmccl drains wctu
nscattad In rwo stagcL in th» liest a pcethnisary scabetsnctsm was
attained by hsataSng 4minc abaut 40 m htutg. tt Waa then yeeNh
to brutal the second stage dmias in lengths up so 120 m. After 5
years thc dtdc bad shawn sa ~ntttcanc ftsrther movanessc.

UnC resjantty, hetiaoncaI dmms hcm bean tnstnled ass+ oa au
«nptstcal bali, rrtth tbe quality of water dicharged m the main
cricnrtsm of succesL Wttctty boch Nsusrugtar /1970/ and~ ec
aL /1976/ hesu «rithised tbts approach msd rsramptsacisad that the
prtsnary ahn of asch dsahsagc is to seduce pareeramr pressures
which, iu clay slopes, nsay be achieved with a very ssnatt yield cf
uucer. Both Tetxetsa 4Xaajt /1970/ and, to a snom detailed exasnt,
HassvuRhc /l970/ make um cf tto» nets te eethuass the reductha
iu poswtssessuse that a given bodgontnl drain lnstngsttoa wS
~ cbicva. A rosy thorough tbesuettcct snsdy of the ataNtsing ef-
fects of hasiaontal drains has usmc rusnuly been made by Choi
/1974/.

model study ofXeuney et ci. /1976/ make a

' A case where hortsontcl drains were installed by bydrcniic jacking
Is described by La Roctseltc et ai. /1976/.

As tndtsuscd above, thc tean councmfart is used here to describe
drains wtdch penetrate iato solid ground beneath a sttp sucfacs,
~ nd thesufom also provide scree ' buccresshsg to tbe
dopa, wtrge the term tmnch drains ts reserved for tham which do
not thus pcssetrasc, an4 m contribute to stability outy ttsrough
ttsctr dtuissagn ccthus.

Tbe cmusscsfort drabs mama so have bees the that of these cypes
to be usc4 as a prhsctpal. scahSsadsm nseaasra. Whge the oagits
have sux been esptssred. It is char chat drains af thi ~ type «est
being wtdety used iu Frcsue snd Kaghmd dnrhtg the first half of
tha 19th caatury, ln beth embankments lsd cuttings /Gregory,
ig44t CoSa,1846/. Cotttn, in particulat. dcvsdaped hi ~ designs to

cmsstdcmbte dcgrllo ef ulpbisttcatton, ctrangusL for ~ temple,
the width of the cosmtstfarts to bsctecm ssspwim do lope sc
as to bupsove che scabgicy of the clay mam lying between than.
To the mnm end, in ramadyhsg a landslide, tbe soil between the
musutcrforts wcs ohcn essuvused asosassivuty asd then, if sut5-
~ tcatty dry, ssplaced aud csaupesuud ln this layers /Cottin,lg46
p.71/. ln contempcunry Kugtih practice /R. Stephessson mporssd
by Docksny,tg44s Gregary.lg44  this operation wm osntttcd, as
indee4 ic is nowadayL

At ihat thee k ~ to hesu been generally bettered that drains
ctmt dtd not ts beneath the seat of sliding were af hctie er
no sme/c.g. ', ION/. Tbe bnis for such a view was rumoveI
by Tersaght's enusunatian of ttse principle cf etfectlve sauss ic
1925, but it saok about ~ further three decades bcfoce tsencb
drains took their pssspet place m a scabSsatbas usecsuse us tbs
UX,

Up to sowq the dcagn cf trench drains for slope stahgtrabea
Ia the UJL bas proceeded ou ~ swn&cnpiricai bjuuL TypicaUy,
the average loweang of piussuneter level ou the sUp nsrfacc re.
sluiced to pro4uce the desimd uscseam in factor of safety has been
catcuiatecb the trench dmius aeecM te effect this cvesatn Iewcxats
busu then generally beau @mentioned ou the besi ~ ef crpstieucs.
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There h an egteradre literature oa grasac4ester Now to drains,
~ spechlly in the SeMs cf soff physics and agricuftusai engineeang
/tosfewesL for example, by van Schlfgaasde 1970, 1974, van Harn
1974/. TTtis is largely ctmcernecL howeser, with ihe pmeantkm of
water@egging of crop roe¹ and thus with she determinathnr of the
phrenic surface betweenho*ontaf drains of sefatleefy shallow depth
/often I to IS 'm/. Drainage for shrpe stabflfaathrn, oa the other
bancL seclufres a hnowiedge of the phacnnetrk i&eh at depths of
typhafly np to I or 10 m. The probhm has therefore been approa.
chad through the usa of flow nets, as waa suggested by Henkef
/1957/.

&en hr the lcn~, the actual threoeifmepsionaf trench dmin
profdarn, with intermittent mchargn Som hrStrathn, a earfabhr
fnfhna of grounbeahe ffsom upslope, and ncnekom~rmccrs and
hotropic permeability, varyhsg with effecthe stress, bieofeaa non-
steady mtncatad and parthiy saturated I!ow, andh highly ccsnp-
laa . Furthermore, the strem mheee mcasfcmed by the cxceratfcm
of the drains gnnemly prcnhcces a sfgnifhant short~n modflca-
tfcm of the orfghml I~or presncrea, which h foiowe4 by an
hctnmsedfase ~ ef conaofidatfcm and ~ sweiing, befcos
tha Ion94arm coadl5on is aecheL The long tasm ccmdhfon h of
chief hasareat in the contrast of slope stablffaaScm, boweeer, «td
tbe aplnotshnete txoahnent ot thh, deactfbed behrar, bas therefore
been derof op«L

The frsftfal asnrmptfona me that both the ground surface and tbe
crfgnal pfntcsnetrfc earfacn me horfgontal, that the perrneabiity
of the ground ls hcnnoganone an4 isotropic and that the trench
drains are uC rectangnfm ~mcthnr, and paraffaf to each other.
The affec¹ cf anisotropfc permeability me enpfomd mbeecpmntfy.
This arrarrgament and de5af lans of the various symboh used are
shosrn fn the hay cteeamnfcm cf Ffg. 9. The draha are aho assumed

, to be of Neat hngth L upslope ccnnpared with their spacing 5, so
that a twcsdfmensfonal approach «ffl hase come validity. A photo
graph of sech drakns being execrated /for whih I w OA m, D w 5
in 6 m and A w 11 to 12 m/ is shown in Fig. IO,

Ra 9: Key dhgram. a~section of typicet trench drek¹L
 t! Gmseng earthen. �! Oelg4aal pfesomerric farci on plane
g3L �! pleaomesrse hseh on pieae PQ after drafnage.
�! freon pkenometrfc level on plane FG sitar drainage.
�! ldean pkeaomecrtc tnsef on drainage asserts atter
drainage. �! Trench or eon¹terrbrt drain.  Qaay seaL
 g! impermeable boundary et depth.

plow nets, dashed Ifsrsn finite ehrnent anafyem by KK SromheacL
barn been drawn for an S/D ratio of 2, for two depths to an bnper
meable layer /defhed by depth tntfos. n, of LO and 64eg and for
amumed pondfng ot water at Nonnd lereL Le. h n D /Ffgs. 9 and
11/. From cheer, the pierornetrfc leech on phag at any 4epth can
rea4ily be determined. For sfmpffcdty, boweecn. attanthm is con-

' In addition, the sofntfone are generaly e fraction of the parameter
cf/k, the ratio of the Infiltration end the permeabSty, which is
not readily detennine4 cosy cfoaalv.

increase of h above thfs raine appears to haec 1itlle effect on the
flaw stet within the drain depth.

cnntrated on the phna KH /Ffg. 9/ at drain insert IeseL ~trfc
surfacns, «lth respect tn thh phna, are plotted for the two depth
tatfca an4 easfous sabras of 3/D hs FIg. 12, on the amumpthut that

pig. io: Photograph of trench drain being dug ln ~ tN slope at
low WoreefL Yorhshire, April - Scar i%77  with eehacrw
h4nssae¹te to the Norshmnhrian Water Anshorisy!.

the permeability ratio Rh w h 1.0. For any ghee S/D ratio,
e

the mme plots, of course, aha yhld the pfeaccnetrh surfaces for
~ atyfng eatues of Ith thrcnrgh scale transformation.

It h now assnrned that, ln effect, a horlaontai ponded surface
serfs¹ at some 4epth p w D - ho beknr ground leech This approrthna.
thm, which is probaMy not unreasonable for chy scihin desperate
cdfmates, particccf~ as h often decreases rapidly wftb depth,
~ nafdes the approach to be mach man general by substituting h
fca D m Ffg. 12. Tbe apprnafmatfon i, of coerce, also hnplicit in
the theorencal cnrsag in FfgL 13, 20 and 21.

Frmn Ffg. 9. the fofhnnhrg dahdtfons and sefathsoahfps can be
drawn «ith respect to phne EFCH offer hmg.term drainage:

/I/ TTte ~ pfaaometde heaL R, cn the plane FG between
drafcn can be eapressed as n fs h «hem fs h a factor se-
fhcthrg the shape of the rafaea¹Pphamnetsrc surface /3 ln
Fig. 9/ ami h is the piaaometric head mt&way between drahrs.

/I/ The aearaga phaometrfc head, h~ on the whoh piano EH,
I + I'ts

where' hd h the pfcaometrfc head et the cfrain inesrtL fn
genaraL m the seat of the paper, hd fa ~ to be aero,
when

. Its
A

The expressicnrs under /i/ an4 /if/ above apply to horhonial groun4.
For ground of inclination g, with trench drairrs of Irigh L/5 ratio,
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e! for Arne penetrating drain  n ~ t!
b! tbr eertleNr peaeesetheg drain with e e.g.
 l! Trench drain.  W! hnyeneeebte lower boeedary. p! yaoded eyyer beenderr.

constrcICted down the one af steeyest slope, the modified ~
af p~tric bead wni by~ eyytoxhnetely by h ~ h coe p,
K'~Eeoc P,Q h csN /etc.
The data an fly. ig hare aced to show how the ratios h Jhlad Q wry ~ sAz, far a blase ol IAI anal 4J aml Rg III

r r h

this plot h vaN for PPO.

The e6hieacy of tnmch drains on a peen crosocecthm is defined,
with respect to the interecning mam cf soil, es

h' -h' ho-h

a,

ihHe the oeetnG et5cIlency of the dteine, on eny glenn cso~cticn,
ie

h' -h' h h
0 er 0 er

"'o "o
plots of p og ~ epdnst who cen teadny be made 50m the cnrees
ht ytg Li. es I<own later for itI. lt «ill be noted that both 4 end
~ ese inhrlendent af p.

AI1bough, for coneenience, the easuhg discossion is cerriedmainir
in terms ef g it should be borne in mind that the stabQising effect
af the actnal trench drain instanetion wil be e function of 8e
trna oeera l ef5cieacy of the drains, which wiR depend on tbs
eerietion of q aeer the site.
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Rg. l2 r Carves showing the varlatloa of ptesotaetttc level  at drain hrvert level cnd ~log hd ~ o! between trench draass, for Rh e
l and varloas valem of S/g
a! For fhllp penetrating dtahsa <n e t!
b! For partially pcnettating 4talna  n w 4.5!
Notaj, The tsskrc s/D cnd h g! Ne also taken to he aPyroalssatcly sttalvalcnt to s/ho aa4 h/h respectively. The effect of Rh t l.o
caa stso he oht sin¹ ftota thee emu hy the appropriate scale transformation.

Pig. t 5 r Caress showing thc relationship between hto/h sad $/ho,
~ nd between li/ho sad S/ho. for hilly penetrating drains
 wtth a e t.o! csd partially penetrating drains, with a ~
~ 4.5. lth is tshea as l.
NS. The aote apyende4 to the captten for Flg. lg alto
~ ypSes bere.

Octaiit of the petforraancc af a number of trench snd ceuntcrtart
' dtam instaUationt ate given in Table 1. Only natutal slopes have

5/h
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baca hscfuded because, as Vaughan k Wafbanfse /1973/ hase de-
monstrated for the London Qay. po~tessuces fn cuts in over-
cosssoffdatad chys caa be strongly depressed by the associated
enfoadfng far maay years aher the completion of aacasatfca.
fndeetf, tbe fastaffatfna Ot lreaCh drafaa ia nsCh a Cut might well
be coun~roducrive fpftfaSy, ia accaferatfng thc equiHbration of
~ater prasnsrea although, as the long-tean condftfoa fs apprpa.
checL they should, lf arf5cfeaciy deep, hold the psaafrnum picbo.
metric leels reached to lower vahas than would otherwise have
been the case. All the eaamples in Table 1. favoive overconsoffdatad
clays, or coffuvium derhed largely fntom these. and have piezcnv»-
tera wiCh their tipa at Or near tO the pfaSS Of the draia favertL
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Esranrpkee ot other psmsftraad Croeemctfona between trench draina
~ ra given ia Ffg. M aad 17. Fig. 16 mters cu a draisge inscaihtlan
used, fn onojtuscthsa «ith ocher nseaeures, to stabNre a fsadsfMe
which occeased doing the cmstrnctfoa ot the M4 motorway ac
fhardarop Wood, near Swindoa, WStshhe /Shamptca 1912, md
fbrtfsccaning paper i ~ Geoaschnfrlts by A.W. Skamptca sari J.GS.
Dnreesf.

One of the earffest uetMoouasated descriptfosb of a couater.
fort or trench drain fnscaffatfon h that ac Sevanoaits, Kent IWeebs,
1969, 1970r Symoas h Sooth,1971/. A dowasfope section ot the
sita, Showing the extant of a trfal dcaipagn fnstalfatfnn, fa shown
la Ffg. 14e. The effect of the installation, oa a seccfcm mk&aay
~ the drains, h shown ia Fig. 14b. An example ot the rea-
~ fang term pieamnatrfo level! Seacfmd Oa a mrba4eccfnn
betwaea these drains fa given fn Ffg. 15. The material dcnbsd
at Sevetsoafts contains mach coarse chart debris from the Hytbe
Serfs and is probaldy the mo¹ lssssusahfe of aS those ffsssd ia
T'able L Waehs /1969l repeats ft vthse for the sofffhscsed lobe and
these maceiafs ot about 4 x 10 cmisec�measured ln can¹snt
head tests oa piasometecL On the ocher head, the Sow ot ground-
water fbnoa upslope fs proINhly slee greatest ac this ssta where
dheciy to the pocth, a large area is octarpfed by the mscnaQned
arprifer of the Hythe Seds /Ffg. Id'.
Rg. 14b h o! fnsere¹ lp shovvfng how the eNieacy of drains
Caa vary signifhsntly up «ul down the dope, and how nisfeedfng
it coahl ba to safy upan ors owmitnred ~ation. fn addf5on
it should be noted that tha efyecc ot the drains is not fbfly felt
aatS a point about 3J thnes the mntreffae drain spacing, A, below
theh heat. Frmn this polar /V/tfse ~ effect of che drains tends
ta facrease to a point W, shoat OS A before the lower ead ot Cbe
drahm fs coached, thm where Che effect rapidly dhn Oot to caro
at a ~ of 03 A pest the ead at the dcemL These values will
be fsrtfcufar to thh sfttu the trend af thma lheasuraments b of
general fatesesr, hovvevur, end indicates that drafas should be
carried somewhat beyaad the mua needing to be scahfffred, par
tfcafarfy ia tbe upfsilf dhuctfrm. An alternative, which nsay be
NInafiy eSectfse at the heed of the uastaMe area, would be to ex-
tend the drains fess, buc to pcnufde tham with Y" or �I shaped
~ atmsNass m ~ to acC as htseruepcocL

~ e
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The brworfng ot the pfeaornecrfc ffpe, for dcaia invert level, achieved
ln the fh¹ L6 yearn atfnr cmapfatfoa of the drains is ~ la this
cern the nuceiid drained csnsasta largsfy af e cofhsvmm cocbfstfpg
Of Small furaPS Of Gaalt Cfog and 5Syrmnta Of Greectmnd ia a ma-
tdx ot cmnpleceiy tesncpsfded Cauft. Ffg. 17 shows caaperable
4ata foe tfs trench 4ram fsbcafbstfoa ac SCag Hfff. QuSdforrf, Surrey
/luge after Shnons,1977/. This is of special insereac being, ac l OS
yean attar drain fnscaSatfon. the longest beard availabfa. la this
~ the drained ~ h aofhsvfum asnsiscfng partly ot Ifttfe-
dfstrabed brown London Cay and pertly ot similar mataaal that
has baca much disintegrated to Sana a 'mudslide fbbric. flaring
trench sxcavatisa there was much ovexbreih where the dfsnttegrated
mateial predominated but licrie or noae othmwfm. The locations
of the trench ader b therefore usscartafae eed they are shown wttb
a broften line in Flg. Iy. There fs sho, sa hugcatcd, a eegrse of
uncmtaioty as to the position of the set of pieromecers relative to
tbe fhmhng drainL Constant hsad permeabSfty teats oa pisxonstets
from IS to 11S m deep sc tlds site, armed out by the author in
Ekeesaber 1965 aad January 1966. indicate a petsneabrTfty which
~ ffneaiy with depcb, oa a logft 0- depth plot, fcum about
10 masm sc ground level to 5 x 10 m/sec at a depth ot 6 m.
~ Tbfs cou14 apply, of coucse, on nsany other riess too. Tgls tend to

scend welf, however, /see Ffg. 10/ exempt ~here these are major
lnclusioas ot cohesfcmfsm materiaL



Hg to: ceaacercsscc dmin taecetcmton ec be, Knnc  etter%eetsa,taoo. ttvo. Lsrmsse L Iooch,tort!s
al Longtsodtart sr«cion.
b! Ctsenge ln Istecnmecste terat 4 u, ac ~ 0 m depth on eeaccettne between dsnts«m a sesott of stse dsatneae  swnsed c, l measts
alter ancattsclonl.

 l! Upper cottcbeclen lobe.  g! Lower celltssecton cheat �! ceacsetlsse «f pcopoeed canst. tesm s«oncest.  o! batons oreooncerrorN
 L o to.5h!. 0. t m to emh ci4e of tbe plea«meter line.
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A ha~atm me«cd lhr yhaaneter y404 at Guedftscd, hhssgy pro.
rh!ed by ytcsf. NX, Shuosss /19TT , n ~yamd «1th the yce-
dcnlnege yteamssettia fasott bialy ceoecded by 5 nearby yicamneter
IB03/ in Rg. 1g. Ussfortnaat¹y tha ocighsal lshsconsNor ma
de¹cscyed ducicsg dtahs emsetctsation eml aot mldeoad fm «mse thtse.
m thma h ao sano«l af the hsuaesgata sha«do«u ycssduead at
p113, smr of the beharicsor hs the cuccnedlag 3 yenta T!se lon~
seedtugc  tom Match 1949 ms«acde to tha ymeent me «mcucistgty
steady bo«eeea.

A shorter, but mom cmsthmos¹ tat«cd la yrorlded by a dcahsage
hsstalletion in e chspe of SL «ith Rmse mnd encl lemhsamd sday
ieyesa, et Soolhy, Yorhahhe. Thie h ~ hs Fig. 19, «luah h

baee4 apcm 4¹a hhsly pcorided by Qeeehmd Psstash LvL Again
On yactod for «htch the pc smc «ece moaitored before
hahlhtioa of the drains ic shorter than dmhabh, bot tbe very mpid
hktiat 4ca«dowa, ~hsg m the depth of pioaometer tips bdow
tsenoh insert local hsoseases, is well cho«n for ag tluoe Nsaometesc.
Qf greet lntmeet i the somewhat dhtucbiag fact that during the
Beet «hstnr after installation of the dcetnc, the pieaecnetcie lmels
~ am tcocsgty, ehuoct to theh yc«dcakaage sebsaL T!sis ts particularly
ahkhhg ec pimometer N3~, «bete tll ~hsage ecteciaa pinto.
mettle losel of ling m eb«so odghal gsosmd losel wac bsossgtss down
to at least 13 m below thle gcooud heelia the September following

e A layer of lasntneted mile and clays «ae mned la tha boseb¹e l'or
N3, ia the stahstty of the pieaometer tip. Dc P.L Vaughan nsggects
that oa o tthsg the drabs trench thcossgh this layer the ctlt teyerc
«onld «ach ouf, gkpmg the dey lans~ to foM or chmsp down,
thea eNeettsety sealing oN the more permeable lasninm-
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Fig. t 4: t nseoamtion of trench drain inarnttat&e et Surderop 'Rood, uttttsbira, showing tha effects of drainnge at varknxs times alterinstallation  after Skempton,1972!.
�! Appveximat ~ original position of the piasnmatrsc surface. �! positions of the pinsometrtc surface following 4rainaaa  tbe draimwere coswtructad between 1 and 3 July 1970!. �! Approxinsasa position of tsus slip surface.

aumttucthsu ef the dtahsa in July 1971. ~ to saturn to aa artesian
psemum of + 137 above the scum datmn in the fo@owmg winter
ot 1971-72 /Le. 90% of the September dtauNlown was temporarily
bmtt. Iy the neat whster of 1972-73, howemr, the drsias mem to
hase tabea htdd, and this situation bas been satisfactorily m«a-
~ up to the present.

sa Iw W

Although data «e spares. thme «e htthations from other sites
that this strong rise ia picaasnetsic levels durmg the first wmtsr
aNcr drain iastaNation may be a fairly general phcttomenoo. Same
lesser, but significant, seasonal rise ntay even occur io the second
winter aAer htstallation, but aAar that the pmaant evidence suggests
that masaual rim I strongly dmuped by the prasem» of the drains
aad that «ound tbe year aadnctloa in pieaometric level is achieved.
lyhethcr this can be regarded as permanent is of course question-
able, as discussed subsequently. An important lesson to be drawn
hum this delayed coact ot dtahss is that some additional cartectii~
maauste, Such aa a toe illl, tuay he mquhed to ensure stabiUty.
not oaly during the paaod af initial drawdown and consolidation
but also during the Qrst aue, or pamibly two, wintetL

ilg. tv: craves section of trench drain installation at Gugdford
Surrey, showing tha tone-term effect of drainage  largely
after Sinens, 1977!. �! Approximate ptezometrtc tavei
before drainaaa, base4 on ptasomatar P103. �! Position
of the piesometrtc surface about 10.5 yean atter installa-
tion ef the domina.
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Fig. l f: Clue~sion i � x of countarfast drain instalhtiou «Sevaooehs l ant showing the ~act of drumege  aibsr .cchs 1969, 1970!
Note.ln this paper W such crossaectbsna ara drawn tooldng downsiopc. �! Approximate piasomarrtc level before drainaae.
�! plnsomatria iavals after drainaga
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Flg. lg: LOagrtma eemparicea Of piecemeriis levels before Snd error dreineac St Gugdfurd, Surrey Nracsr after Shuunc,tavv!. �! Treneb
drain. fg! Smell hNverieg of ground level during correction of drains. 13! Dowustops.

Henhel /1 957/ mmarbs that the mtn of dNrp in pas~mtar lnemuns
following tnmob or ceunterfoct &ain construction is nmcb more
sapid than wou!d be expectmi hom c calculation bmsd upon the
ceefHcient of eonsotulation obtained ftom oedometer tests. Mme
mcently Chand!ar /in pmsc/ has mooltnm4 thi ~ process for a trench
drain instaOstion in the Upper IJaa, cn4 cmiciudes that the observed
mte is ct least I thnss as fast as that ocaaahg in mwdhumnianal
connNdatmn in the i!eld. pcedoudnsn~ through scram mhsf
~ ffactL

Or, K, Hemsa, ot imperial C@Osgs, is curmntly exanining thc
hemeNts, muHabsed ~mmnse ~ that am ceased by the
stssss misuse csuisN!ident upon excavashsg dmin tmmsbcL Using
c nmAincar fbdte element ptogtmnstm, bs i!ndc, for tmnchm ex-
cavated in satutaaid, overcansolidassd clay, with S ~ 15 m. O ~ 5 m,

4 end h C~ + that tbe ++ ~+ bncnediatc
taILiotion in h, for the ~ ibseequertms of the mam between
the dtins, is anat 1.0 m for s 0, aad LD m for c 412 /ais
m def!ned by Henkei 1960/. This stress mhmss effect is claudy ca
hnpcutant cmnpancnt of the mpid dtawdowns observed num after
dmin insta0ation ~ Fig. 19/: given fhvosuabia bouodary cond!.
tioos, a fbrther cmnponcnt w10 coom fiem the foi!owtag cnncnthta.
tuni 4!l+.

Comparison of theory with f!sld behaviour

From ths appcoxbuate theory developed earger, the fami5m of
~urves in Figs. 20 and 21 Ne readily derived. These can be oacnpmd

the field data sununarised ln Table l.

The cim of Fig. 20 is to determine vahsss of the shape factor f, for
tbe piesornctcic lesvds between drains. Thus h/bm is plotted ~t
' B!iiivaient tn c vahie of ths ~nessum pammeter A of + 0.16.
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x/S for ~ typical drain installedaa with S/b o 3, for n vabsss of LO
aad i4 and R vahisc of 1 and 5. As oca tla seen, tbe variauc theo.
mtiml eorms Po aot 45er gmatly.
Agamst this bacliground cia plotted the evaQab!s Md observations.
Al these ara from nacuml slopes, except them from tbe cuttbig st
Cumnor HQL la gsnsml there b au cppceciabls scatter, with the
f!eld observations fcabig oa or below the theoretical curveL The
theoceticnl values ot t< for the arrvas shown. mage from 0.76 to
ILSO. lt ls mggsled that ia ptmniml cases whee only the
!deconietric height, h, is bnown. an ecthnate of the vahie ot can
be made by tabmg gll as ~ f bm, with f w OA T!ds approxbnetion
ie probably slightly cmnmvathe.

In F!g. 2la. tbeomtical curves for the m!stioosMp between ~
~ n4 S/h me showa for n vabsm of 1.0 and W~ and Rb valtms of $
~ nd 5. ~ two exasptions I!baden Ml cnd Sevaiioabc/ these
bracket the svci!able hald data. Anally, in Fig. 21b, thecuetical
emves for the varistioa of bing.term drain efficbuicy 4 ase given.
fnr singer vabiss of a aad R>. A cmnpmison of tbs svaQabls field
4ata with them curves beds to tbe fogowmg conclasiong

j!/ %!tb thc exception of pomt l 1 for 9arasdsls, which is mtbcr
~ bort-term cad whom eNcseucy b probably stiB himaacuig,
arnis of the i!sM pebns lies beknv the curve for n ~ 43 cnd
Rb -1/ G/.

/h/ Up to en 5/h ratio of 5, the bulb of tbe field data hes between
curve G and tbe curve for a > 1.4 Rb ~ 5~/curve H/. lf sits
average cia csunidcred, ag ths data, with tbs «rceptioo of
point 1 for Sredon Hill, fag between curves 6 snd H sad hs
generally in the upper balf of that spans.

«iso mlevsnt msssasmnsnts of the mtio R> am evailsbis. but 5 bci
been chosen ss s Qhely upper Ibsdt for the materials mvolvsd.
!ditche0 /1956/ ~ nuns guidanm for this choice.



lt h snggsstad that, nntil farther observations become availsise,
the curves 8 and C in Fig. 21b can be mgarded as tentative upper
snd lower bcnnds for the design of trench or connterfort drains ie
overconsohdated chy slopes under temperate cHmstic conditimn,
ap sa an 5/h satin ai' 5 or 6. Kghe! ratios thanthis ere unlikely to
be nnder coasidcsation. Carve G is llhely to be s consereatise lower
bound, unless in a given cern the n snd R> values or thc hydrology
~ ce perthncisrly unfascnnahbc.

8 o

It ls hoped to mahe a more dencjed examhssthm ol' trench sn4
axncterfort drains, inclnding sn anamination cf the necessary cri-
teria for preventing the ocassxenos of slips between sech dnnns snd
the elscts of pndenhshssgn, or of artesian presauea at depth. ia s
fosthccmdng pepect with Mr K8. Iromhcad.

Drainage, as mectioned earlier, is one of the most effecttse and inert
need of stsbilaing neesnres for shpeL At the same thne. these is
generally emaciated with nsch draisiaNs instalhtions some degree of
donbt conmstshsg their la~asm pesformancn.

aogghcg of both pipe snd permeable aggregate drains probsMY
oscars most commonly by the ingress aad lodging of slits snd Qnc
~andS. Mneh attentiOn haS been deSOted tO thie Prnbiem, PertieSNSSiy
so the design of liters, as@i these is a coaespcmdingly isrgs Htersnnr
on this mbjsct, brie}y mmmsrised, far exemple, by Spaidmg /l970,'
snci Cedselen /1975/.

The matter is not yet fnly sesohed, howeser, aod es in practice
both speci5cations end worhnmnship. fsecinently fall below a good
standard. cases of ciogghsg by sgtation sxe probably quite oonunce,
es indhsatod by Keek /1951/. Weg detailed case aecaah cf dus
type of faihsa ase he ns, bnt theze ssa bsdicntions that pennesbis
eggnlgate dsninsge systems withost proper fgter protection msy
tend to silt np after a working Qfe of sbont 10 to 21 yeasL

In the cem of anne bored horiscnctal dxnms in Kierbirahhe, the
following information hns been hhsdly pcsnided by Mr C.V. Uadsr.
wood, the Cennty Sorsoyor /pars. ccnnm4. Fifteen perforated PVC
drains, of internal diameter 40 nnn end lengths between 3II end d0 m.
were bssteiied withoat filters in 1971 et an angle of 5 abcwe the
hosiacnstal thsongh heated ilty ciayL Sy 19TS al the dssies
hed beconm bsopemtisa, largely thsoagh siltation. The eadker ho.
sgaontal drain instailaticss st Otiey in Yorkshies, bower, cm-
strssned hs 196447 nslng gnleasuasd hoo daains psorideck g¹ssrslly
with precast posoos cencmte mtess, stQl appease to be worhisg
msislbcmdly /GJL Fcnse¹er, perL caeamJ.

Some other ways which drains becosae clogged sse listed by Keaee
/1951/. Noeertheless, after iltssicm it is probable chat ~ and bi+
cisemicai!across pose the greatest threat to the satisfactory opcrstioe
cf drainage systems, ysn this mbject has been largely neg}ected by
dsl enghnon. Them is a hirly extensiee Sesatnse cm the snbjecc
howesas, in the fishh af agricultnsal sngmeericg snd water snpp'Y
One of the most ccnnmcm gaocgssmiosl effects is the pmcipitsnas
of hychated haic mode /hon ochre/. Usefnl stndies af icon /snd
manganese/ ochm in c~rfem agricnltnsai drains hase been ~
by ALcock /1973/ and by Thorbnrn RTrsKasd /1996/. The lanes
anthors di¹hsguish two main Noups of ochre forming soils; pests
ead sHghtly organic marine ~ts snd pyrite+eaxing rocicc
A detsBed dhcnssioo of neassne! sdapced to psewsnt ochre drpo.
sktion ooonsxhsg m a deeper, ctsil engnceermg dsainsge systenm is
Antwerp is gisen by hnd /1968/. ln the earth dam contest.
problems arhmg from the geochcmicsl and biochcniical precipitance
of non oompcnmds ale discnssed in s plcneermg paper by lnsanb ~
Xaoji /1974/. They percent a photograph showhg a sand Biter ce

78Fig 19 ~, b!

Am the drainage inscslhticms in natural slopes that sm listed is
Table 1 appear to hase been snccessgel ss a staNismg measase. Tbs
c!5aacy of sech drains in cnt slopes h less seined, end serecsi
axasnpies of fsihses subeegcnnct to the inatallietion of connterfcrt
drains in xailway castings in otal fissured clays ase glean by Cssssi
/l948/ and by hyzes /1961/. This ls probably doe in pact to ebs
generally steeper shapes sod shorter lengths of dsnin hrsohed.
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Fig. t9: Long term compaccson of piesomecrte lerets beibre snd attar drainage at Ooutby,
Yorkshire  with sakuowledgements to C!eretsud potash Ltd!:
s! Site pten  C!! u Counterfeit drain!
b! Chion chrough piesomecers Nl co !t3.
e! Yet scion of piecomecrie teruls with cbne.
 l! htrert of drains. �! hpprosimet ~ slip surface, �! bias. piesomecric levels tnessured
before drainage.  a! btas. recorded piexacnetrie tevets in the period from t to a years after
drain inscalsttuu, �! Slip scarp.  9! Regraded prohle. �! Stream.  g! Culeerc.  9! Ortgtnsi
gctntnd IereL �0! Regraded ground ierels  !i! ln»tsilatton of trench drsiuc,  t2! pteco-
uteterc trjneolstttv nut uf srti~u.
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cs/ hg
tie. 2 1: comparison of spproainate then' for trench drains wish tbs iield data snincasrhwn bs Table I.

a! COmyuied retathntehy beSWeen bmlho Snd gfhe Iter Ab O i Snd 5 end n O l Snd e.s. en+Pared With the Acid data
fpor key to the numbering of the stotnts  tn 1'lgs. R 1 ~ ! and b!!, refer to Tehi ~ i. Solid csscses indicate she more reliable dere!.
b! COeiynred retathniehln betWeen 5 end 5fho fer Ak < 1 Snd 5 Snd a ~ S and 4.$, Cninttered With ihe itetd data.
�a both Rg. 2 le! snd b!. Poinss honi thi same site sre eonnscsNS by ~ broben li¹*!

tnected up by nsch processes, which ase probably alia to those
which form hon yans in natural grousnL These is also some experiets.
ce of «em screen clogghtg ~ hacsnrial and other activity
/M8. Egiinton, pesa. comnLI.

Cases of chsgghtg through the pretipitathnt of other materiah
seem to be iem cotnmon bnt bbckage of drains. fhwhg parry telL
by encrustations of calcium carbonate hase been seisorted 5Nnn
glltestone ereaL

Drains made from artiflcN hbrics ase currently being desnloped
for ase in cieil enginmring /e~ Healy kLcutg,19T2i Lcctg AHealy.
1977!. These mem promismg and do enable the menuhctuse of
tbe llllnr eiement to be closely controlled under factory, rather
than she, condithsnL pteihnbsary tests htswesor, bnlsnte that
riogghtg by silt is stlB a problem /Hoogendoosn *ann der Menlen,
1977I. Further desehsysnent and conthniing tnsthsg of these mates
isis is charly neossmry. The scope ot the testhsg shosld aho be
widened to in«inde geoclsensical and biochemical facsorx.

2 - SUBMITTED PAPERS

The 10 papers on Theme 3 coeur the followmg main topicr. site
igstion, regional landslide studies, anions slope stabN!atitns

works and dystataic effectL

The paper by Vnmsgucbi describes the uns ot sapeatnd electritsil
taststivity surreying on ~ recent htndslide ht ceder to guide in tbe
kscation of dminage «elh and So check their eNcacy, Was are
uted in nones of hNe aypatent electrical sashtivity, considered to
~rteiate with an abundance of ground-water, m gretnnst sUde
avenger. The first such weil yna a strong discharge and a subsequent
-'-Peat of the resistivity surssty showed that the associated zones of
tow apparent tesistivity had disappeared. The method seems a sary
tndhect way evaluating ground-water pressure distribiltions but h
clearly tnucit cheaper and quicker than the consenrional one ustrtg
piezometers. lt could add so the salus of a future trial of thh
tnetbod if the pse- and post~usga situations «ere to be checked
with piesometers.

The payer by Iaayiiahi k Fcmhowskl describes the insnstigation
and stabilty analysh of a landslide affecting a rngway cutting at
3adondL The sgde orightased in 1934 and hsselses loess rrvedying
Nome chyL Ia the insnstigation, Dutch psntetrisateter tests «ere
much used, bnt lt ls not char to what eatent these «ore usefuL in
the stability msaiysh of this sgde on ' sgp snsfacos lt
is distnrbhtg to fhsd no usenthsn of residual stmngth, and that the
strength nesting and stabilty analyms ssn carried out ia terms of
total stsnsseL

An bstesasthsg, though tantalhingly brief. description of lan4sHde
problenss on shoot 600 km ot mountain toads in N. Iengai and
gikkhn, h glean by Chopsa. The cosnplaxity ot mass movnsnents
in such a mgion, and the bstpostance of goad road location, surface
dsnhsags and the ctustsoi of erosion, ara weH brought out.

ht hh paper, Fata suriaws the ocasrsencn of sgdes around remreoir
nsasghss in Japan, with parthaslar mfmunca to Ihe hslbsemu on
these of rariations in mmrsoir water heeL The paper ghats a nnsnber
ot earn records of slides ocosrting both on Aooding m wog as
on dmwdown. Mech of the work done at Valent ieg. Xenney,i 967/
ls tel&ant to this topic and one woiiid also hase expectnd to ihtd
nrferencn to the conosyt of criticai pool iesnL

Mentd, papottgek k pteeka reyort on a case where an unstable
~ bpe ol' mariy Neogane chys NW of Brno «as successfidly built
upon. Despite complex gaolol'csi snd hydrogeoiogical conditions,
useful backcaicniations of the stability of one of the landslides
aes made. As often found ebewhese, at comparable stress ranges,
the hinsratory sahte of sashhsal strength Hes 2 or 3 degrees below
the sahses obtained by beck analysis, The slopes «ere tabilised
mainly by a combination of sn snchtnad pillar wail and some
horiaontai drains and by ntinintising the rise of cuts for toads and
sewers, Ho monitoring of these measures is repoitecL

The paper by plbnniel deals with horizontal drrin snd pile «ail
instaHadons in a more general way. Useful practical experience,
gained on nnmcsous landsHde stsbiihation schemes in Czechosio-
sakia, is ghon for both the abcwe types of corrective measure. Some
guidance is also glean on the drain discharges and lowerings of



ground. water level achlevecL No mention is made of Qlters being
provided on the hortaontal drainL

A brief account of the stabiTisation of an 80 m high rock slope in
N. Bohemia, mainly by the uae of p~tressed, horiaontaI cable
anchors, is provided by Zaj c. An outline is given of the comprehen-
sive joint survey made and of the anchor design. It is to be hoped
that long-lean monitoring of thi installatknt, which Ia currently
being carried out, wIII be undertaken.

The Snal three papers ail deal with dynamic aspects of slope ¹abiII-
ty, «ith particular reference to blasting. Musaelyan, Xochurov kla-
vruaavitch describ Beld experiments ht which the response of
kMea slopes to biassing waa exandnecL The blasting waa not carried
out untiI the mt@ament of the hteaa, fogowing ptehminary wetting
had been Cnmade»d. The Sehmieity faCSOr meaaured, far Whish the
slope movetnenta ase knowtt, is contpaaed with thorn associated
with natural eartltquakeL Ovefdk diacuasea the «chnique ot sa-
movhtg parts of a landslide by biasthag, for htatance aa part of the
stabilisatkm of a sock masL He gives an example of a rock sBde
tmm»ntionally inlda»d by blas:Ing and sugga¹a en approat4
whereby the eppsoinia» sian of blaathtg charge. that wiB not
endanger the ovasnB ¹abNlty, can be deternsinoL Fhtally. in a
rather general paper. Sh*unants 4 Fedosestko diacma principles
of slope stabliiaation and menagetnent in folded mountam
These hsclude, in addithn to normal slope stabilhation mea¹uea,
the provision of dykns to deflect or retain landslide end mudflaw
debris, the provision of overflew channels around dame formed by
large natural Iands5dcs and the uae of conventitutal an4 nuclear
exphuion to shake down threatening masses. ln the lat»r conneo
tion it ia poin»d out that seliaMe methods of psedkthsg the ~ut
of slkiea are not yet available.

3- RESEhRCH NKKDS

Development of our knowledge of the e%cacy of slope atabiliaation
mea¹ues depends prhttarily oa comprehensive and kmiptesm
monitoring of the performance of the various methods in use,
ln genetaI, the essence of such monitoring ia the carrying out of
basic operations, such as the nmasutement of maven»ate, stresaea,
~t«pressures and dmin 4scharges, ht a wel plum@ and
thcuough atanner. In other wotds, aithough thea ia obvisttaty
room for lta fttrther development, sufficient technoksgy ebeady
exhta; it Ia intmust and dctanninatkm that are crucbtI if a valuable
body of de taded case recoscia ia to be built up.

In the case of corrective cuts end IBIa, the main ~uiaite of
success ia a proper htve¹Igadon of the landsbde itself. The monito-
ring of mowunenta, at the ground surface and psetembly also with
depth. should be an htvadabhr practice and the values of I durtNe
construction should be measured by suitable pieaometesa. The main
teaearch needs hetu conmtn the dNiculties of asmsshg the degree
of ¹ability of the existing slopes or Iastdalidea and of decidhtg what
ia an appropsia» degree of imptomment. ln this consmctimt. more
knowhuige af atresaetreln ccmditknsa throughout the «bede landslip
mesa «specially in the approach to faihue ia suqtucecL Tish advance
beyond the csmatraitts of the Ihnit equlibrhtm app¹sach win also
need to be eccmnpenied by a twctxantmatksn ot the usual Ideas
of /actor of safety".

With suspect to dsaknaga mea¹uua; these Ia a gtuat need for plrperly
monitosed perfonnance teconis of ail the metltodL The hsitial
grcnm&mfet conditkma shoukl IItst be established for at least
one fuII mason, and preferably longer. In addition, meamsmnenta
of the variathsn of peatneablIIty with depth, end the penneabiTity
sano «hi'a ase Iughly taievanc. Aa dtantaga can case a co tsidesable
time to become effective, ~sm monitoring of ita progress is
essentktL This needs to cover not mendy the consohdation phase
bitt also the succeeding steady state phase, in ceder to discover any
deteriotatfon ~ ciogghsg or other causea.

in moat drainage sy¹ems, the danger of ckNging ia usually present.
Much effort is required bere, not only in a research context but also
to devise meaus of protecuon again¹ ~ which wiH be satis-
factory under site canditkma. lt is aho impartant for this research
to cover clogging through geo- or bicw9mnical psoeeaaea ea weII aa
that which can aris by siltation.

Concerning the ccmsiderable variety of other corrective tecitniques.
only three tesearch needs sill be touched upon. In the case ot pcr.
manent soII or tock anchors, eiTorts should be made to cxpiore
more fully their Iong. term behaviour, particularly with regard to
stress loss end corrosion. For other corrective structures, and
particularly for hcavy cantilevered or anchored pile testraining
atsuctutea there is a need for more measurementa of deflectiona and
earth pressures, and stucfy of the relation between these. Them is
ciao room for further exploration of the extent to which geophysical
htvestjgation techniques can be of help in stabilization work.

Fhsaliy. in view of the dose hnk between landslides and erosion,
it would seem advisable to direct mote attention towards methods
of co5ttoglng the latter, on both the local and the regtonel scale.
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DETERM?NING THE EROSl'ON HAZARD

There are two basic approaches to determining erosion hazard -- the

site specific method and the reach method. The site specific method requires
a geotechnical engineering analysis at each site at the time development is

proposed. This method requires a report analyzing among other things: �!

wave-induced erosion based upon recession rates and wave energy calculations;

�! geologic conditions including the soils at the site and their properties
and stability; and �! groundwater and surface later conditions. While the

site specific approach may be technically accurate, it is too costly and

time consuming for all but the most expensive development.

The reach method uses generalized formulas to estimate the two components

of the erosion hazard, i.e., the recession rate and stable slope angle. Much

of the information needed is available from studies made through the Wisconsin

Coastal Management Program. There is a Shore Erosion Technical Report with

technical appendices. Erosion Hazard Area Maps at a scale of 1 inch equals

2,000 feet delineate areas with erosion potential. These maps also show short-

term recession rates �966-1975! and 'long-term recession rates at se'fected

interva'ls. For a further description of this information see Appendix A.

Estimatin A Stable Slo e An le

Assuming for a moment that no further wave-induced erosion takes place,

it is possible to estimate the stable angle of repose of a bluff. The

ultimate angle of repose of a stable slope reflects the angle of internal

friction of the materials comprising the bluff. The angle of internal fric-

tion of various materials has been documented by engineering ana1ysis. Even
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though actual bluff failure at a particular site depends upon local varia-

tions in the soil profile, groundwater conditions, vegetative cover, surface

drainage and other factors, the stable angle of repose of various classes

of materials can provide a reasonable rule of thumb to estimate slope sta-

bility. Thus knowing the height of a bluff, its slope angle, and the pre-

dominant material of which it is comprised takes into account some key site-

specific factors.

It is possible to generalize further and establish an average stable

slope angle for a range of erodible materials. A stable slope angle of

21.8 degrees �-1/2 feet horizontal distance to 1 foot of vertical distance!

appears to be a reasonable general figure based upon studies of relative

slope stability of bluffs along Lake Nichigan which took into account strati-

graphy, parent materials, bluff height and slope angle  Shore Erosion Study--

Technical Report, February, 1977!. This repor t shows an average drained

angle of internal friction based upon laboratory tests, of 31.4' - 29.8'

with one unit showing a 22.3' angle. However, the report also states that

below the groundwater table, water pressure reduces the stable slope angle

to about half the drained internal angle of' friction. It further states

that localized conditions such as artesian pressures and excess hydrostatic

pressures due to seepage effects tend to reduce this stable slope angle even

more. Nore importantly, the study did not take into account frost actions,

surface wash, mudflow and similar forms of mass wasting. A recent study

suggests that these processes may be responsible for up to 50 percent of

bluff retreat fn some cases. Investigators on the Shore Erosion Study have
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indicated that, on Lake Michigan slopes of approximately 21.8 degrees

� 1/2: 1!, natural vegetation occurs and that vegetation can effectively

control many mass wasting processes. The predominantly clayey soils on

Lake Superior tend to be less stable. A generalized stable slope angle of

three feet horizontal distance to one foot vertical distance �8.4'! has

been suggested for regulatory purposes in Douglas County as a result of

studies done by the Red Clay Project.

Estimatin Recession Rates

Mave-induced erosion can be expressed in terms of an average annual

recession rate. The Misconsin Coastal Management program has measurements

of recession rates in the form of a reconnaissance survey. Two types of

recession rate data are available: �! Long-term  approximately 100 years!

which integrates periods of high and low erosion and thus reflects f1uctua-

tion of lake levels; �! Short-term �966-75! recession rates. The measure-

ment points along the shoreline are generally closer together for short-

term rates. Short-term r ates are usually considerably higher than long-term

rates because the short-tera rates were measured during high lake levels

when erosion is accelerated. In some instances short-term rates are lower.

This may reflect the episodic nature of s1ope failure  a bluff which failed

and is now temporari ly stable! or the effects of structural protection.

In general it is preferable to use the long term rate as a measure of
A

recession. In speaking of the variation over time in average&treat rates,

a technical paper of the Corps of Engineers notes:



"Engineers are sometimes criticized for placing too much reliabi'lfty in
average retreat rates derived from a limited number of measurements widely
spaced along the shore. However, the practicing engineer is interested in
overall conditions affecting a large section of shore, and in long-term
results affecting the lifetime of a prospect or structure  e.g., 30 years!.
It is worth pointing out that as the temporal scale increases some of the
problems that orfginally contaminated data tend to cancel one another
rather than accumulate as the time between observations is extended."

"A problem frequently faced by engineers is to choose a sampling inter-
val adequate to determine a mean recess in rate for a given beach....It is
well known that for a fixed level of long shore variability, the precision
of the estimated regional mean can be improved by increasing the number of
survey stations. Less well recognized is that fnher ent varfabf lf ty usually
does not i'ncrease greatly with time. Thus, the probable error or mean
rates and the ercent error in mean recession tend to decrease with time.
Tlie variance o t ese ~est mates would a1so tend to decrease  thus. the Ore
cisions increase! in direct proportion between the number of years between
surveys."

Source: Hands, Edward B. "Changes in Rates of Shore Retreat, Lake
Michigan, 1967-76. Yechnfcal Paper No. 79-4, U. S. Army
Corps of Engineers, p. 27-30

Determfnin the Recession Rate Setback

A recession rate setback distance can be established by mu'Itiplying the

average annual recession rate by the assfgned design life of the structure to

be protected  e.g , 30 years, 50 years or 100 years for a residence!. The

selection of the appropriate regulatory time span during which buildings are

to be protected from recession is a decision to be made by local policy makers

in Mfsconsin. The State of Michigan requires permanent structures to be set

back the distance of the 30 year recession rate, but recomaends that a greater

setback fs desirable, The Province of Ontario measures the 100 year recession

rate and the stable slope angle.

"The '100-year erosion limit was established by extending ingnd from the
edge of the bluff the average annual recession rate multiplied by 100 years,
with an additional distance added on for a stable slope. To determine stable
slopes, soil characteristics, stratigraphy, bluff height and observed stab'te
bluff profiles were analyzed. As a result of this analysis, slopes of 2:1
and 3:1 were most frequently used."  A Guide For The Use Of Canada/Ontario
Great Lakes Flood and Erosion Prone Area Mapping, Ministry of Natural Resources,
Ontario, March, 1978, p 16!
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A 50 year rate appears to be a reasonable minimum figure, since it

approximates the useful life of a typical residence. To illustrate, assum-

ing a 50 year design life and a long term recession rate of 2 feet per year;

regulated structures would have to be set back 100 feet from the ordinary

high watermark. The recession rates shown in the Technical Report Appendices
I

and Erosion Hazard Naps should be considered as a general guide for deter-

mining the recession rate in a given area. In areas with highly variable

recession rates or where structures have accelerated erosion, ft may be

necessary to make addftfanal studies or to determine the recession rate at

the particular site when development is proposed.

Oetermfnin the Stable Slo e Setback

Structures, such as residences, that would be damaged by slope failure

can be protected by requiring them to be located outside of unstable slope

areas. This determination can be made by applying general rules to a specific

site. Here is an example of the way it would work. Assume a bluff fs 50 feet

high. An angle of 21.8' � 1/2 feet horizontal distance to 1 foot vertical

distance! is measured from the ordinary high watermark. The point at which

this angle intersects the bluff is the edge of the stable slope. This means

that the stable slope setback would be 2. 5 feet  stable slope angle! x 50

feet  bluff height! or 125 feet from the ordinary high watermark.

Establishin The Erosion Hazard Setback

These computations of recession rate and stable slope angle can be used

to establish an erosion hazard setback in a zoning ordinance. Within this

setback line high value structures which would be severely damaged by erosion



or activities which would accelerate erosion can be regulated. Using oui

previous examp1es, in an ordinance that required a 50 year period for pro-

tection against recession the erosion hazard setback would be 100 feet from

the ordinary high watermark for a beach area with a 2 foot per year reces-

sion rate. Assume there is another area with the same recession rate but

which also has a 50 foot high bluff. Here the erosion hazard setback would

be the sable slope setback �0 ft. x 2.5 ft.! = 'I25 feet plus the recession

rate setback of 100 feet or a 225 foot erosion hazard setback line.

The erosion hazard setback can be modified if the landowner provides

technical data proving that a different recession rate is warranted, slope

conditions are more stable than assumed, or that the erosion hazard, although

correctly estimated, can be mitigated by structural protection.

REDUCING THE EROSION HAZARD

The basic causes of shoreline erosion, i.e., wave erosion, unstable

slopes and surface erosion, can be reduced fn some instances by protecting

the shoreline from waves, stabilizing slopes, and controlling surface erosion.

Protectin The Shoreline From Waves

There are two primary methods for structural protection against waves.

The first method directly armors the shoreline against wave attack through

the use of revetments, bulkheads or similar structures. Revetments are sloping

rock or concrete structures placed parallel ta the shoreline to protect against

wave action. Bulkheads are vertical walls with their base well below the lake

level, whose primary purpose is to prevent the sliding of earth or slope failure

with a secondary purpose of protecting against wave action. The second method
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of protecting against waves is to build a protective beach by promoting

beach accretion and retarding beach erosion. This method involves the use of

nearshore breakwaters or groins.

For structures placed above the ordinary high water mark the regulatory

jurisdiction lies primarily with local government. In the case of structures

extending below the ordinary high water mark, local government can exercise

concurrent Jurisdiction with the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources

and the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers.

Further information about these methods of structural shore position is

contained in the publications Great Lakes Shore Erosion Protection: A

General Review with Case Studies; Great Lakes Shore Protection: Structural

Design Examp1es, both available from the Wisconsin Coastal Hanagement Program;

and Help Yourself � a pamphlet discussing erosion problems and a1ternative

methods of shore protection, and the three volume Shore Protection Hanual, an

engineering handbook -- both available from the North Central Division of

the U. S, Army Corps of Engineers. A few general co+sents about shore protec-

tion measures are warranted, however. Improperly designed, installed or main-

tained protective works are a waste of money and may have adverse off-site

effects. Hast classes of protective works are expensive. The effective life

of a structure is generally reflected in its construction cost. "Careful

site analysis and design must precede the placement of all structural devices,

and even then the 'success' is measured in terms of a few decades. Without

proper engineering and maintenance, structural failure can be expected at an

even earlier point. Virtually all emergency structures and many low cost
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structures  those under $100 per 1ineal foot! do not last beyond ten years."

I'Misconsin Shore Erosion Plan p. 25] The chances for an effective structural

approach are enhanced if a group of lot owners join together to build pro-

tective devices that are compatible and complement one another. For

example, revetments and bulkheads constructed along a reach of shoreline

which is exposed to wave attack may be subject to erosion  flanking! at

either end of the structure. It may be difficult to secure both ends of the

structure against flanking wher'e the property involved constitutes only part

of the reach subject to wave approach froa a given direction.

Bluff Stabilization and Surface Erosion Control

It is virtually impossible to stabilize a bluff unless the base of the

bluff has been protected against wave attack. However, once this has been

done several methods of bluff stabilization are available. These methods

include reshaping the bluff to a stable angle, mechanically terracing the

bluff face through retaining walls, increasing the strength of the soil by

removing excess groundwater, and controlling runoff over the top of the bluff,.

They are usually employed in combination. The most comren method is regrading

the bluff to a stable slope and constructing a rip-rap revetment at the toe,

but different procedures may be required depending upon the particular situa-

tion. The publication Harmony blith The Lake: Guide To Bluff Stabilization

suggests the following stabilization measures be taken as necessary in the

following order of priority: �! Mhen necessary, and if possible, reshape

the bluff face to a stable angle of slope; �! Control any excessive surface
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water runoff; �! Control any excessive groundwater seepage; �! Revegetate

the bluff face as necessary.

Vegetation fs important in surface erosion control because it protects

the soil from the impact of rain, slows runoff, acts as a filter to catch

sediment, and helps hold soil particles in place. Grasses and low-growing

shrubs are preferred when establishing a vegetative cover. They provide

protection soon after growth begins, form a denser root mat, and do not tend

to loosen soil around the roots as would occur with tree roots during wind

storms. The presence of vegetation, especially trees and shrubs, may be a

general indicator that the bluff is stable at the present time, i.e., the

toe is not undercut and the slope is at a stable angle of repose. It does

not mean that continued erosion will not occur in the future.

INCREASING THE EROSION HAZARD

As p~eviously indicated, structural attempts to control shore erosion may

increase erosion of nearby properties. Improperly managed storm water may

also increase erosion. During periods of heavy rainfall, surface water flows

over the top of the bluff and can erode the entire face of the bluff. Devel-

opment which increases runoff by creating impervious surfaces, concentrating

runoff, or destroying vegetation, accelerates this erosion. A b1uff may also

fail because of the added weight of buildings, swingeing pools, and other heavy

structures placed too close to the bluff top. Septic tank sewerage systems

add weight, and the liquid effluent can reduce friction between soil particles

causing unstable bluff material to slump and slide toward the beach.
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ADJUSTING LAND USE TO THE EROSION HAZARD

T es of Land Uses and Develo nt Patterns

The damages that will result from shoreline erosion depend upon both the

severity of the erosion hazard and the type of land use that will be affected.

As the shoreline continues to erode, the land will eventually be lost but the

ma!or portion of the damage comes from destruction of structures on the land.

Open space land uses such as agriculture, forestry and parks may be the most

appropriate land use in many erosion hazard areas. other things being equal.

However, some facilities such as marinas, water intakes, sewage treatment

plants, ports, and certain industries may require a location in the imoediate

shoreline area. For these shoreline dependent uses careful siting to avoid

high hazard erosion areas and well designed erosion mitigation measures are

important to avoid unnecessary damage. In the main, these uses are ones for

which it may be economically feasible to provide effective structural protec-

tion. An invest'igator of shoreline erosion in Southeastern Wisconsin,

camenting on structural erosion protective measures. notes "For the most

part, the successful structures observed were built either by units of

government ar, to a lesser extent, by industry. These structures are massive,

well engineered and constructed, and probably much too expensive to be justi-

fied for even the most valuable residential properties."  Shoreline Erosion

In Southeastern Wisconsin, David W. Hadley, Wisconsin Geological and Natural

History Survey, 1976, Special Report Number 5, p. 27.!

It is up to the comprehensive land use planning and zoning process to

allocate lands to their most appropriate use. In this discussion we assume



that the proposed use. fs appropriate. The focus here is on ensuring that the

use is developed fn a manner consistent with the erosion hazard through the

use of land use controls. Specfal erosion hazard provfsfans for a zoning.

ordinance and a subdiviston regulation ordinance are presented fn Part iI

to illustrate- how this may be accomplished.

Since re'gulations general1y apply only to new development, the effective-

ness of regulations depends upon the existing land use development and owner-

ship patterns. These patterns vary widely but may be characterized by the

following general categories: �! Rural areas where the land consists af

large tracts of open space use fn single ownership, e.g., farms and forests;

�! Rural areas where the land has been divided into smaller tracts through

subdivision plats or sale of individual lots but is not yet developed or only

partfally developed; �! Suburban areas where the land has been substantially

developed along the fmediate shoreline and development consists of infillfng,

i.e., construction on the undeveloped shoreline lots; �! Developed areas

where the first tier of lots has been largely built upon and development is

occurring within the second tier of lots within an area still subject to ero-

sfon; and �! Urban areas where almost the entire shoreline is developed in

depth.  In general, regulations have their best potential in relatfvely

undeveloped areas.!

~II 1 da

Lots already occupied by buildings are largely beyond the scope of regu-

lations The -only appropriate regulatory provisions are those designed to
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control activities which would accelerate erosion or which control the expan-

sion of structures subject to damage. The owner of an existing structure

subject to substantial erosion damage has two basic options: �! attempt to

mitigate the erosion hazard by protecting against wave erosion and stabiliz-

ing the slope or �! relocate the structure. permanent relocation outside

the erosion hazard area could mean moving the structure to the rear of the

same parcel if the lot is of sufficient depth, or moving it to a different

lot not subject to erosion. "Relocation is an alternative that cannot be

overemphasized. Erosion is a natural geologic process that is extremely

difficult to stop. The alternatives to build shore protection or to relocate

must be weighed against the consequence of failure. Depending upon the type

of structure you might consider, it may cost the same to relocate as it would

to build shore protection. Should a protective structure fail, then your

investment in the structure is lost and your home or cottage still in danger."

I.'Help Yourself, U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, North Central Division. p. ]4]
A number of factors affect the cost of relocation. "They include lot

depth, the availability of new building sites, ease of site access, building
configuration and size, amont of subfloor access, number of public utility
disconnections, and the availability of experienced movers. Because reloca-

tion is typically only considered during emergency periods, the amount of

land lakeward of a building is a critical factor. Between 15 to 20 feet of

clearance is normally required for safe operation of equipment. Moving costs

of a small cabin or cottage, medium size ranch style house, and large mansion
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can be expected to range between $3.000-$4,000, $7,000-$9,000, and $30,000-

$40,000, respectively. These costs do not include site preparation costs

at the new location."  Note: 1979 cost estimates! [Misconsin's Shore

Erosion Plan. p.87!

tn cases of individual hardship where lots are too shallow to permit

construction meeting the erosion hazard setback, it may sometimes be reason-

able to permit a moveable structure such as a mobile home or residence

designed so that it can be readily relocated. Allowing such structures with-

in the setback line should be done only on a case by case basis after a care-

ful investigation of the particular sf tuatfon. Appropriate conditions shou'ld

be attached to development permission in these instances.

Undevelo ed Areas

On lots of adequate depth the most satisfactory approach is to properly

locate the structure in the ffrst place. Thfs means that structures should

be safely set back from erosion hazard areas. The setback should be based

upon a consideration of the recession rate, fn all cases, and a stable slope

angle in the case of erodible bluffs. The setback approach is preferable

largely because of the limitations of structural attempts from both a private

and public point of view. Among these limitations are: �! Attempts to

adequately protect against waves may not be feasible from an engineering point

of view, e.g., effective protection may require stabilization of a coastal

reach which is longer than the site in question; �! Structural measures are

usually too costly in relation to the value of the land proposed to be pro-





and other activities that may accelerate erosion. Thus activ1ties can be

made condit1onal uses to require that they be undertaken in a manner that

avoids adverse effects.

Subdivision regulations focus an the process of dividing larger tracts

of land into lots for purposes of sale or building. For undeveloped areas

which have not been divided into lots, subdivision regulations have particu-

lar promise. The 'larger size of the parcel involved makes it more likely

that economically feasible engineering solut1ons can be found to store water

management, grading and filling and erosion protection measures. Subdividers

can be required to designate erosion hazard areas on the plat, and restrict

this area to park or open space for the use of the residents of the subdivi-

sion.

Status of Zonin and Subdivision Re ulations Alon the Coast

All Wisconsin coastal counties have adopted shoreland regulat1ans which

include zoning ordinances and subdivision regulations which apply to the

unincorporated portions of the Great Lake shorelands. [Milwaukee County does

not contain any unincorporated areas.] County shoreland regulations were

designed primarily for inland lakes and most do not take into account the

special erosion hazards of the Great Lakes. LExceptions are Douglas, Ozaukee

and Rac1ne Counties.] All of Wisconsin's 33 coastal cities and all but two

of its villages have zoning ord1nances. Twenty-five of the coastal munici-
4

palities have also adopted subdivision regu'tati ons. Nost municipa9 regula-

tions do not contain special provisions for coastal erosion hazard areas.



Sample erosion hazard provisions for zoning ordinances and subdivision

regulations are contained in Part LI. The general approach suggested in

these provisions fs to: identffy erosion hazard areas; restrict or pro-

hibit uses which are vulnerable to erosion damage or which may impair public

rights in navigable waters; require special review of erosion protection

devices to ensure that they are properly designed, insta1led and maintained;

and regulate land disturbance, storm drainage and other activities which may

increase erosion. Erosion hazard regulations which restrict the use of

private property must meet certain basic constitutional tests or they may be

found invalid by a court. These legal tests provide guidelines for drafting

and administering erosion hazard regulations.

CO~STrlljTlONAL CONSrOERATrONS tN SEI.ECTING REGULATORV POLrCrES

General Tests of Val fdf t

Regulations which restrict the right to use private property will

usually be found constitutionally valid if they meet the following basic

conditions:

 l! The regulations serve valid public objectives which promote

public health, safety and general welfare.

�! The regulatory provisions are a reasonable means to achieve

these objectives.

�! There is a reasonable basis for the classification of uses and

lands subject to the regulations.



�! The property owner is left with some reasonable use  usually

framed in economic terms! of the property, i.e.. there is no taking of

pr operty without' compensation.

�! The ordinance provides sufficient standards to prevent the arbi-

trary exercise of power by administering. agencies in reviewing conditional

uses and in other discretionary activities.

Zoning regulations are pr esumed to be valid but this presumption may be

rebutted by evidence provided by persons contesting the validity of the

regulations. The importance of the particular facts in each case has been

emphasized. "However, each case in which the validity of such regulations

is challenged, must be determined on the facts that are directly applicable

to the property of the parties complaining." Kmiec v. Town of S ider I.ake

 Wis. 1974! 211 NW2d 471, 477. As a consequence, in most instances the court

determines the validity of the regulations only as they apply to the particu-

lar property in question. Landowners typically challenge the validity of

zoning where their land is zoned differently from nearby lands and the zoning

prohibits a use which would permit a higher economic return than the use to

which it is restricted. In Kmiec the Wisconsin court invalidated the applica-

tion of agricultural zoning to the particular lakeshore property in question

on two grounds: �! The parcel was improper ly mapped, i.e., the classifica-

tion was without a reasonable basis; and �! the classification resulted in

a substantial negative value of the land.

Erosion hazard regulations ~hich severely restrict the use of private

property on the basis of generally delineated erosion hazard areas may be



particularly subject to challenge on the grounds of "taking, i.e., the

restrictions permit no reasonable use of the property; and improper classi-

fication, i.e., the area is not subject to severe erosion or the estimated

erosion hazard has been incorrectly "mapped".

The passibility of challenge to erosion hazard regulations makes it

important to carefully review legal precedents which validate reasonable

erosion hazar d regulations.
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SUMMARIES OF WORKSHOP DISCUSSIQN GROUPS





PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION Bc ASSESSMENT

1. The group concurred with the state-of-the art paper on the causes and
mechanics of bluff slumping. They made the following specific findings
and recommendations in this regard, viz.:

a! The information in the state-of-the art papers should be converted
to user-oriented guidelines and released in the form of pamphlets
ar leaflets.

b! The public should be made aware of the futility af low-cost solutions
without adequate problem identification and assessment.

c! Coastal slope failures frequently involve both terrestrial and marine
processes of degradation often in complex interaction with one
ano ther.

d! As a result af  c! above successful systems ta protect coastal
bluffs must combine a shoreline defense against wave action along
with protection against slope failures in the backshore slope area.

2. Some important distinctions were noted between two major approaches
to identificatian and assessment of slope stability problems in the
coastal zone, viz.:

a! Reach specific vs. site specific studies

b! Lang term vs. short term analysis

c! Management  zoning! vs. engineering  structural! solutions.

3. Different constituencies are interested in different approaches Listed
in /h2 above. Government agencies and planning bodies tend ta be
interested in the reach  long-term management! approach while property
owners prefer site specific  short-term structural! solutions.

4. The graup perceived a need to develop Lmproved coastline hazard or
zonation maps for slope degradation processes. This zonation mapping
invoLves the following key steps:

a! Collection af data and preparation of basic data maps

b! Development and implementation af decision models.

c! Preparation of zonation or use suitability maps.

These steps are schematically illustrated in Figure 1. item  a! above cauld be dane
by technicians and trained volunteers,  b! by scientists and engineers, and  c! by
multidisciplinary teams from the public sector  e.g., state resource agencies, U.S. Carps
of Engineers, U.S. Geological Survey!.
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5. These are technical, economic, and political problems with a major
project of coastline zonation or hazard mapping. These include:

a! Public acce tance. Can the negative connotations of "hazard or
"risk" maps be avoided by making slope evolution maps or remedial
action" maps which focus on positive action to reduce damages
aiong particular reaches of shoreline?

b! Reliabilit of decision models. Lang term data to calibrate various
models may be lacking.

c! Cost. The public must be convinced of the benefit of such a
mapping program. The loss mitigation made possible by such
analysis  either by avoidance or by pinpointing effective correction
action! must be demonstrated. Put another way, the cost of such
a program must be shown to be a small fraction of the cost of
failing to implement it.

Basic Data Maps

FIG. 1: Schematic illustration of steps for preparation of zonation or hazard maps in
the coastal zone.

6. The group concurred that many bluff stability problems particularly those
involving slumping in high bluffs in cohesive sediments can only be understood
and described properly in tong-term time frames. This requires that funding
for such studies be long term and sustained.
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CONTROLLING FACTORS

of two ar more stratigraphic units which often include cohesive and
noncohesive units in a single profile. This carries significant
implications for bluff modelling research.

2.

Beach Sediment Bud et: Mast littoral sediment in the Great Lakes
originates from bluff erosian and the body of beach sediment  in transit
material! is an impartant contral on wave erosion of bluffs; bluff retreat
in many cases can be related to beach sediment budgets over different
time frames.

Bluff Recession Models: Slope profiles of bluff retreat appear to vary
with different lithologies; sandy bluffs appear to show high seasonal
variation in morphology whereas clayey bluffs appear to show greatest
morphological variabilities aver longer time frames. In general, slopes
are gentler during low lake level periods and steeper during high lake
level periods. Shallaw failures are more common during high lake
levels. Oeeper seated failures are more common during low lake level
periods.

4.

Offshore Erosion: Bluff retreat over the long term may not only be
related to recent farces and processes but to offshore  remnant! features
such as residual boulder fields; such fields have been tied to "hard
points" along retreating coast lines.

Climatic Effects: The influence of snowbelts on coastal hydrology and
bluff retreat is largely unknown. Qn cohesive bluffs, there seems to
be little activity in winter. In spring, the primary loss is by mud flows
and other bluff face activities. In fall, most loss is due to sheet loss
and rill erosion. Tae erosion is greatest in spring and in fail during
periods of high wave energy. Wind erosion is the most common erosion
process in winter.

6.

Wave Forces: Wave growth on the Great Lakes appear to be much
larger than ocean-based forecasting models would indicate. This is
apparently related to the high intensity of atmospheric instability over
the lakes in the fall and winter. Sediment movement initiated by
storm wave events appears ta last much longer than the wave event
itself.

7.
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Geomor hic Monitorin: There is a need to differentiate between bluff
erosion and retreat and between retreat based on crest recression and
toe recession. This also relates to low angle and high angle failure
and the net loss of bluff material in cohesive and noncohesive lithologies;
further, the optimum frequencies of aerial overf lights may be different
for different bluff types.



MITIGATION MEASURES

1. Non-structural mitigation measures

Non-structural methods only work in undeveloped areas where you
can control land use  excluding relocation of houses!.

b! Michigan, Wisconsin, and ILLinois approach is to encourage setback
requirements.  Wisconsin's program is voluntary allowing for use
of recession rates, slope stability, and/or combination of these! ~

c! Various interest groups have different views regarding disclosure
of erosion/bluff slumping hazards. For example, interest has been
shown by property assessors, banks, and realtors representing
prospective buyers, vs. realtors representing sellers!. Property
owners, realtors, and banks should be made aware of erosion bluff
hazards.

d! Property owners should be made aware of f ederal insurance
assistance policy. Increased public awareness is needed that under
existing federal insurance laws losses from erosion are not covered.
Any changes in insurance laws should discourage property owners
from building in high risk zones.

e! There are different approaches for calculating bluff hazar d
setbacks. Some states use historic recession rates, others include
slope stability, and site-by-site review. The traditional method
uses recession rates, but more emphasis should be placed on the
stable slope angle. Manitowoc and Qzaukee, counties in Wisconsin
have recently incorporated both.

Mast programs allow for reduced setbacks with either toe protection
or movable structures  homes!.

Z. Bottom and beach formation

a! Shore protection methods that are of moderate cost, replaceable,
small-scale, and work with natural forces should be tested further.
The public should be made aware of these types of devices.

Artificial nourishment of groin system provides immediate benefit
for shore protection.
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While there is disagreement, the scientific basis for establishing
erosion hazards is generally agreed upon.



Pro tee tionToe

a! Armoring the shoreline is not always the answer because these are
site specific problems.

b! There is no such thing as low-cost, as in cheap, bluff protection.
The public should be made aware of this.

c! Property owners should be made aware that any shore protection
requires periodic inspection and maintenance.

d! Within the framework of general site criteria a list of certain
devices can be suggested. However, property owners should be
made aware of the site-specific nature of their effectiveness.

e! Need better scientific documentation of many devices now
marketed and developed. Many have short history, weathered few
storms  need monitoring and bathymetry!.

Cost of structure must be weighed against durability.

4. Drainage

Subsurface Oraina e

-Dewatering of bluffs with a deep dewatering problem is only
viable on highly valuable land due to the high cost and limited
zone of effectiveness of each well.

-Problem with dewatering bluffs is inconsistency of bluff materials
between bluffs and within bluffs.
-Drainage techniques include chimney drains, curtain drains, and
educ tor wells.

-Chimney drains must be done in conjunction with toe protec'ion
and may also require slope grading to the stable angle of repose.
-The difficulty in dewatering bluffs is due mainly to depth of
water, source of water,  e.g. aquifers, septic systems, etc.!.
-Almost impossible to drain pure clay siope.
-Curtain drains only handle shallow dewetering problems. Deep
draining is done with eductor well.

b!
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-Problems associated with surface drainage include freezing and
bursting of pipes that transport water.
-Curtain drains are also a device for surface drainage.
-Surface drainage is the easiest problem to control.
-Vegetation is very effective on surface runoff and small seeps.



5. Modification of Slope Profile

a! Group did not discuss methods of grading slope, terracing, or fills.

b! Most property owners do not want their property cut to a 2:1
angle and it can also be very expensive.

6. Revegetation

a! lt was felt that vegetation was only effective in controlling surface
drainage and smail seeps.

b! Revegetation should be conducted af ter other mitigation has
stabilized slope-

7. Combined A roaches

a! Public awareness of effects of on-site septic systems on both
subsurface and surface drainage is needed-

b! Need to look at all problems - can trolling wave ac tion and
groundwater before initiating mitigation methods.

c! Community action to reduce bluff slumping is desirable. Property
owners should be encouraged to work with their neighbors on shore
protection, thus benefiting from economies of scale and increased
effectiveness and durability.
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RESEARCH NEEDS





A. General

Each discussion group formulated a list of research needs. These needs
were discussed in a plenary session. There was considerable overlap between
the lists of each group; accordingly they have been consolidated and are
presented in a single section.

No attempt is made herein to assign priorities to these research needs. It
was generally recognized, however, that research funding'in the foreseeable
future would be quite limited. Maximum emphasis should be placed,
therefore, on data collection and monitoring using local resources and trained
volunteers. The Coastwatch Program in Racine, Wisconsin was cited as an
example of this approach.

Problems amenable to individual solution have already been handled.
Challenges remaining in research are multidisciplinary requiring a team
approach.

B. Research Items

Sl l ti d i . Slope evolution models for coastal bluffs should
p ned. One or two general models of bluff erosion

and retreat are not meaningful for the Great Lakes as a whole. Instead,
models should be developed based on specific analysis of geomorphic
processes and temporal trends on a reach basis.

2. Causal fee tors. Improved understanding of "lake" variables  wave
events, lake or water level changes, longshore transport, sediment
transport, sediment sources, foot ice, off-shore topography, and off-
shore topography! individually and in various combinations is necessary
to better understand the primary causes of bluff failure and erosion.
This information would be helpful in developing slope evolution modeis
and in forecasting bluff retreat at different sites.

3. Bath metr Studies. We currently lack extensive or detailed data on
the nearshore zone. Most of the data gathering and monitoring has
focused on the beach, backshore slopes, and offshore deep zones.
Bathymetry studies could provide much of the needed information cited
under "lake" variables in item 02.

4. Relative im ortance and si nificance of coastal slo e rocesses. Major
types of slope processes include deep slumping, shallow translational
slides or flows, and surficial erosion  rilling/sheet wash!. We need to
get a better idea of the relative importance of these different processes
in terms of:

a! volumes of degraded materials

b! rates of bluff recession attributable to each

c damages to property and threat to lives.
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5. E isodic nature of coastal sio e erosion and retreat. The magnitude
and frequency of episodes of bluff erosion and retreat are incompletely
understood. Moreover, the magnitude and frequency of these events
may vary with different bluff types, based on their lithology,
morphology, ground water, location, etc.-. The issue is further
complicated by:

a! combinations of causal factors such as high intensity and frequent
storms coupled with weak foot ice along the shore.

b! delayed response of bluff failure  particularly high clay bluffs! to
certain driving forces such as storms and high lake levels.

6. Nature of bluff slum in in the coastal zone. The following aspects
of bluff slumping in high, clay till bluffs are poorly or incompletely
understood:

a! Where and when do large slumps occur? These are usually one of
two types; both are likely to be destructive. The first type
degenerates into a fast moving flow or slide which generates
offshore debris and damages offshore protective structures. The
second is a slow moving, deeper seated type which destroys property
atop the bluff to a considerable distance behind the bluff face.

b! What is the role and significance of progessive failure and strain
softening that initiates at the toe of bluffs composed of lacustrine
clays and water laid tills?

c! Can potential failure surfaces  e.g., weathered zones, highly sheared
bands} be identified and located in clay till bluffs?

d! How extensive and significant are fractured tills in coastal bluffs?

7. Miticiation. Approximately 7ff "s of the eroding shoreline along the
Great Lakes is in private ownership. Accordingly, materials should be
developed to help property owners analyze their bluff stability problem
and provide information on integrated solutions to their problems  l.e.,
solutions that encompass both terrestrial and marine processes!. In
particular, guidelines should be developed which outline:

a! Measures which property owners can implement themselves  e.g.,
traffic, vegetation, and water management! vs. measures whic'h
require advice and services of trained professionals  e.g., subsurface
drainage installations and protective structures.!

b! Co mbined approaches ta bluf f pro tec tion including simul taneous
use of vegetation, structures, grading, beach fills, and drainage
systems.

c! Setback requirements along specific reaches of shoreline.

Continued monitoring and evaluation are also required on the Long term
effectiveness and performance of Low-cost shore protection systems which
have been installed at various sites as demonstration projects.
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PLHLIC DISSEMINATION





A. General - The workshop participants were asked to identify prior'ity areas
for information dissemination to the public on bluff slumping problems and
to suggest possible vehicles for such dissemination. The resulting iist of
items was culled from both small group discussion and a general discussion
in plenary session.

A number of difficulties were noted at the outset of such an information
transfer program. These included but are not limited to the following
observations:

1. Vilany people are not particularly concerned about the problem until it
affects them directly and acutely. By then it may be too late to do
anything, or available options may be severely limited.

2. The consciousness threshhoid tends to fluctuate with lake levels. Periods
of low lake level may be the best time to initiate remedial action,
but people are less worried then and less inclined to take action. This
underscores a need for continuous education and publicity about the
problem

3. The information needs of different constituencies vary in their technical
content and format. The level and type of information desired by
proper ty owners most likely will differ from that required by a
consultant engineer, contractor, or public agency official. This suggests
a need for different levels of publications which address different needs
and concerns.

Making these various constituencies aware af sources and availability
of information can be a problem. In many cases shore property owners
live elsewhere  e.g., Chicago and Detroit! and are only part-time
residents.

B. Format for Oissemination - A number of different methods for dissemination
were discussed including pamphlets, fold out brochures, slide shows, fact
sheets, handbooks, reports, annotated bibliographies, and short courses.
There was some concensus that the best format for a public information
document was a brochure or smail handbook.

A revised and updated version of the Illinois fold out brochure  Illinois
CZM, 1979! was cited as a possibility. The general feeling was that a
revised brochure or handbook should present an overview of the causes of
bluff slumping; outline procedures for correct identification and assessment
of the problem at a specific site, provide general guidelines for solving the
problem, and cite sources of additional information and/or assistance.
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C. Content of Public Information Document. - In addition to the above suggestions
for organization and focus of the publication, a number of specific
recommendations about content were also made. These include the following:

l. A section should be included with a flow chart or checklist that takes

property owners through a step-by-step analysis of their particular bluff
problem. One suggestion was made that such a checklist be modelled
on the one found at the beginning of the coastal zone vegetation
guidebook. Another suggested that the home owner identify his
particular bluff type based on the Michigan Lake Shore Classification
System  MSU Resource Development, 1958! which in turn would describe
the siope process most likely to affect that particular bluff type and
the range of remedial measures that might be considered.

2. The publication should teH property owners when they need to call in
experts and who these experts are. In addition the publication should
inform the owner what measures he can implement himself at relatively
little coast. These measures tend to fall in the general category of
"management" action, viz.:

a! Traffic Mana ement - routing and channeling of vehicular and
pedestrian traffic from vulnerable slopes by use of sign posts,
barriers, stairs, etc.

b! Water Mana ement - minimizing infiltration and runoff into bluff
area from lawn watering, drain fields, roof gutters, road ditches,
etc.

c! Ve etation Mana ement - maintaining woody shrubs and trees on
criticaL slopes. Planting dune grass and suitable herbaceous cover
on sandy slopes.

Lakeshore Classification Map and Shoretype Bulletin, /Pl-28, �958!. Michigan State
University, Department of Resource Development, Agric. Exp. Stn., East Lansing, Mich.
�958!.

The publication should describe warning signs or teil-tale indicators of
an impending slope failure or continuing stability problem in coastal
bluffs. These could include:

a! ve etative indicators � bare siopes, incongruent vegetation,
phreatophyte plants growing on the slope, displaced vegetation.

b! h drolo ic indicators - springs or seeps in the face of the bluffs,
presence of rills or gullies, perched ground water tables.

c! mor halo ical indicators - presence of scarps, cracks, depressions;
uneven or broken slopes; alluvial fans at the base of slopes.

d! litholo ical indicators - weak or erodible material exposed at the
toe of bluff, lack of protective beach.
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G.L. Boyd, Dept. Fisheries * Oceans, Burlington, Ontario, Marine Information
Centre, Bayfield Lab, Box 5050, Buriington ONT.

Canada/Ontario Great Lakes Shore-Damage Survey. Coastai Zone Atlas, 1975. Bayfield
Lab., Box 5050, Burlington QNT.
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Canada/Ontario Great Lakes Shore Management Guide - 1981. D.L. Strelchuck  ed!,
Ontario Ministry Natural Resources, Toronto Ontario, Public Information Centre,
Whitney Block, Queens Park Toronto.
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Engineering Research Center, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Fort Belvior, VA.
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and sediment analysis.
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Edil,

Edil, Tuncer B. and Luis E. Vallejo. 1980. Mechanics of Coastal Landslides and the
Influence of Slope Parameters. University of Wisconsin Sea Grant Reprint.
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Tuncer B. and Luis E. Vallejo. 1976. Shoreline Erosion and Landslides in the
Great Lakes. University af Wisconsin Sea Grant Program. Advisory Report No.
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Edil,

Tuncer B. 1980. Control of Coastal Landslides. Proceedin s of the International
S m osium on Landslides, Vol. 3, New Delhi, India. Describes the nature of
coastal landslides and possible methods of control, primarily engineering solutions
with only a brief mention of non-structural alternatives.

Ldii,

Tuncer B. and Luis E. Vallejo. 1976. Shoreline Erosion and Landslides in the
Great Lakes. University of Wisconsin Sea Grant Program. Advisory Report No.
15. A study using field and laboratory investigations of six active bluffs to
p rform a stability analysis and establish models af slope evolution.
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Lakes Coastal Erosion and Sedimentation. National Water Research Institute.
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sediment transport, coastal erosion, and beach and nearshore sedimentation as
well as general papers.
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Primarily 1! erosion rate calculation methodologies, 2! critiques of methodologies,
3! policy implications.

Fisheries and Environment Canada/Ontario tvtinistry af Natural Resources. 1978. A
Guide for the Use of Canada/Ontario Great Lakes Flood and Erosion Prone Area
Mapping. A discussion af Canada's hazard mapping project - includes its uses,
development, definitions, and criteria for determining areas of risk.

Flawn, Peter T. 1970. Environmental Geology: Conservation, Land-Use Planning, and
Resource Management. Harper and Row, New York: A good source on general
geologic processes, including mass movement and planning.
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Donald H., Andrew T. Leiser and Charles A. White. 1980. Combined vegetative-
structural slope stabiliation. Civil En ineerin ~ January 1980. Brief descriptions
of techniques for erosion control using bath vegetative and structural components.
Includes contour wattiing, staking of wiLLow cuttings, and conventional plantings
used in conjunction with bench walla.

Gray,

Gray, Donald H. and Andrew T. Leiser. Bioteehnical Slope Protection and Erosion.
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Donald H. and Bruce H. Wilkinson. 1979. Influence of Nearshore Till Lithology
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Gray,

Donald H. and Thomas M. Jopson. 1979. Vegetative - Structural Slope Protection
for Rehabilitation of Disturbed Areas in Redwood National Park. Final Report
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Gray,

Lakes Basin omrnission. 1974. Proceedings of the Recessions Rate Workshop.
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recession rate programs, and discussion of recession rate measurement techniques
and models.
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A Strategy for Great Lakes Shoreland Damage Reduction. Ann Arbor, Michigan.
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a strategy.
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the lakes and strategy for damage reduction.
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for the Reduction of Shoreland Damages: A Benefit/Cost Study. Ann Arbor,
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benef it/cost analysis.
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